W I N E CA T A L O GU E

C R OAT IA

W IN E
Wine

0001

Description

% Alc

Wine
De Mar Malvazija
2010

The wine is of distinguished, subtle greenish-yellow colour. In its intense
floral fruit bouquet, white fruit and acacia flower may be distinguished.
This wine is harmonious, full-bodied, fresh, elegant and smooth. It is
served chilled with white meat dishes, seafood and pasta.

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
De Mar Plavac
2008

12,5
Type
Quality wine,
Middle and South Dalmatia
region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

4

Description

% Alc

De Mar Plavac is a typical southern wine of great quality produced from
autochthonous wine grape variety Plavac mali. The wine is dry with a
beautiful ruby red colour, with a varietal aroma that suggests dark mature
fruits. Its flavour is full-bodied, balanced with the hidden acerbity typical
for that sort. It is served at 18-20°C and complements dark meat dishes,
grilled meat, venison, roasted meat, cheese and prosciutto.

13,2

Description

% Alc

The wine is clear, deep, ruby red in colour. It is distinguished by a clear,
black berry fragrance. It is harmonious with piquant, full-bodied flavour
and an emphasized aroma of forest berries. It is served with dark meat
dishes, game, risotto, lasagna, mild and mature cheese.

13,3

RED 0,75l
0002

Description

% Alc

Wine

0004

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Wine
De Mar Teran
2008

0003

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine

Wine

The wine is deep ruby red in colour. It has a delicate fragrance of black
berries with the emphasis on blackberries and raspberries. It is fresh and
harmonious with soft tannins, but also light and smooth at the same time.
It is served at room temperature with dark meat dishes, grill dishes, game,
smoked ham and cheese.

Wine
De Mar Cuvée Zenon
2008

12,5
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

5

Wine

0005

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Due to specific environmental conditions in Istria has been developed a
special type of Malvazija, which is significantly different from the Malvazija
from other areas of the Mediterranean. It has characteristic specific aroma,
balanced and rounded flavour and scent that reminds on acacia flower.
Serve chilled at 10 °C with side dishes of vegetables, pasta with sauces
based on cheese, white fish, seafood, cooked and grilled veal, roasted lamb
and pork.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
Dajla Cuvée barrique
2007

12,5
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

6

Description

% Alc

Premium wine Dajla Cuvée barrique is a blend of three grape sorts (Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc) from the young vineyards of Vele
Brajde, then aged in Slavonian oak tree barrique barrels. The wine is
seasoned and harmonious, of a dark ruby red colour with well pronounced
aroma of dark berries and soft forest fruits with herbal notes and spices.
In mouth, it’s rounded, velvet taste and a pleasant acidity. It is served on
room temperature with dark meat dishes, oily fish and fine cheeses.

13

Description

% Alc

Festigia Malvazija is a dry wine, soft yellow-green colour, intensive fruityfloral fragrance on acacia, ripe peach and apricot - soft, round, yielding,
very fresh and elegant wine. The taste of soft, round, yielding, very fresh
and elegant wine. Serve with white fish, shellfish, and pasta.

13,2

RED 0,75l
0006

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Wine
Dajla Teran
2009

0007

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine
Dajla Malvazija
2010

Wine

Wine

Wine

0008

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Teran Dajla is produced from the grapes grown in our own vineyards on
the position called Dajla (Vele Brajde). The start of the vintage is postponed
till the optimal ratio between sugar and acids is obtained what ensures the
wine a harmonious taste, pleasant acidity and an extraordinary fruitiness.
It is served on 16-18 °C with strong dishes as prosciutto, maturated cheeses,
venison, darkmeat, rosted and grilled meat.

Wine
Festigia Malvazija
2010

12,5
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

7

Wine

0009

Description

% Alc

Wine

0011

Description

% Alc

High quality dry wine from the vineyards of western Istria from Faragude
position. Ruby red colour, subtle aromas of black berry fruit, nicely
composed with delicate aromas of vanilla. The flavour is rich and complex.
Serve with red meat and strong cheeses.

13,7

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

This sort from Poreč vineyards provides excellent wines that have received
the greatest recognition.The wine is aged in new oak barrique barrels,
which is now a prerequisite for the creation of the world’s top wines.
Cabernet Sauvignon has a wonderful and very pronounced sorting scent
that can remind you of black currant.The wine is of a dark red colour
obtained from the skin of its small dark blue berries.Recognizable taste is
full, dry and extremely harmonious. The “king” of red wines goes best with
dark meat and venison and mushrooms, and provides superb pleasure
with aromatic cheeses.The recommended serving temperature is at 16 °C.

Wine
Festigia Cabernet
Sauvignon 2009
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
Festigia Castello
2009

13,9
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine

RED 0,75l
0010

Description

% Alc

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

8

0012

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Wine
Festigia Merlot
2009

Wine

This Merlot is characterized by a deep, ruby red color and a rounded and
harmonious aroma with a fruity character dominated by raspberry, black
berry fruits and a little bit of spices. This is a full and complex wine with a
nicely structured body and expressed, mature tannins dominating at the
end. Serve with a noble fish, grilled, sophisticated, mature cheese, roasted
duck or ham.

Wine
Festigia Syrah
2009

13,9
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

The wine boasts lively ruby red color. There are intense and powerful smell
of red berries, cherries and cherry. The body is very good structured, with
soft and velvet tannins. The taste of the wine is fresh, elegant and very
drinkable. Wine for connoisseurs, for the curious, but which always gives
a great result.
Serve with red meat dishes, prosciutto, intense cheeses and veal.

13,5

RED 0,75l

9

Wine

0013

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine

0015

Description

% Alc

Deep ruby colour. Scents of black berries, raspberry and cocoa. Balanced,
elegant, voluptuous, well structured with pleasantly harsh and ripe
tannins. Very good condition and ready for serving and storing. Round and
elegant; may be paired with strong-flavoured foods. Serve with premium
grilled fish, blue and ripened cheese, roast duck and dry-cured ham.

13,2

Description

% Alc

Ruby red, an intense scent of rose and flowery notes. Sweet and nicely
rounded aroma balanced with a strong body and soft tannins. Serve with
desserts, fruit and goose liver.

14,9

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine
Laguna Histria Malvazija
2010

Yellowy with aroma of ripe fruits, especially cantaloupe. Balanced flavour,
ready for serving. Serve well cooled with pasta, poultry, white meat, white
fish, freshwater fish and cold cuts.

13,1

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
Laguna Histria Merlot
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

WHITE 0,75l
RED 0,75l
Wine

0014

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Wine
Laguna Histria Cabernet
Sauvignon 2009
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

10

Wine

0016

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Deep ruby colour, structured but not too dense. Complex bouquet with
nuances of black berries and cherry with spicy notes (capsicum, pepper).
Serve with steak, venison and strong cheese.

Wine
Laguna Histria Muškat
Ruža

12,8
Type
Quality wine, Istra region,
semi-sweet
RED 0,5l

11

Wine

0017

Description

% Alc

Wine

0019

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

The golden drops of Graševina are of specifically golden-yellow hue, which
it draws from the Baranya terroir and from the picking of grapes at the
optimum ripeness. The top quality Graševina of Belje Wine Cellars has
been continually confirmed by domestic and international gold medals.
Its flexibility and suitability to various kinds of dishes from white meat,
quality sea and freshwater fish make it irreplaceable and rich part of the
gourmet delight. Best served at 12°C.

Wine
Graševina Belje
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Baranja region, dry

Belje vineyards are located at 150-220m above sea-level, stretching along
the sun-bathed southern slopes of Banovo brdo. Mildly curved as they are,
the slopes of the vineyards are protected from the harsh Panonian northerly
winds. These natural benefits have yielded a series of extraordinary wines,
most importantly the one most favoured by Croatian lovers of white wine,
Graševina, which has, in this climate, acquired especially recognizable
characteristics - ones that are universally acceptable, and yet marked by a
clear regional identity. A crystal green with a yellow hue introduces us to a
very deep aroma, fruity in its character, dominated by dry fruit, but also by
dry hay, honey and a touch of noble mould. The wine is fresh, but mature
at the same time. The flavour is harmonious, subtle, full and rounded, with
a long, delicate finish.

Wine
Graševina Goldberg
2008

13,1

Description

Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, semi-dry
WHITE 0,75l

% Alc

14,8

WHITE 0,75l
Wine

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine
Graševina Belje
2009

Wine
Goldberg Graševina
Late Harvest
2007

Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

12

0018

Crystal clarity, recognizable green colour and subtle bitterness are the
characteristics of high quality Graševina. The aroma of overripe apple,
noble moulds, melon and honey give this wine fullness and harmony.
Best served at 12°C.

14,1

Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, semi-dry

0020

Description

% Alc

A crystal green with a yellow hue introduces us to a very deep aroma, fruity
in its character, dominated by dry fruit, but also by dry hay, honey and a
touch of noble mould. The wine is fresh, but mature at the same time.The
flavour is harmonious, subtle, full and rounded, with a long, delicate finish.
A pleasant bitterness gives away the specificity of the Graševina sort, with
a subtle balance fitting perfectly in the domain of this dry wine. Elegance,
drinkability and delicacy are the characteristics of this wine. Serving
temperature is recommended at 10 °C.

14

WHITE 0,75l

13

Wine

0021

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

A deep, ruby red color suggests at first glance a very serious wine. The scent
is deep, full-bodied, fruity with a touch on the cooked fruit and marmalade.
The flavor is full, strong, soft and ripe tannin, supple and harmonious. The
wine is excellent condition and ready for aging.
Leading Baranian red wine produced from poultry will nicely accompany
red meat, steak, venison, Slavonian sausage, sausage and strong mature
cheeses.

Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, dry

14,4

Description

% Alc

High quality wine (predicate wine). High predicate wine made from
carefully selected grapes with high sugar concentration, picked at the
Principovac. This royal wine with pronounced bouquet and flavour of
Traminac variety is recommended to drink as an aperitif or with desserts
cooled at 10 °C.

14

Description

% Alc

This semi-sweet wine has a color of old gold. It has a potent, noble and
complex aroma dominated by dried candied fruit, honey and noble mold.
The taste is rich, complex and harmoniously sweet, remaining in the mouth
for a long while, with refined bitterness felt at the end. This Graševina is a
noble, complex, rich and thoroughbred wine. The features of late-harvest
Graševina are felt in this wine in a subtle way.
Suitable for independent enjoyment with deserts or without food.

14,7

PREDICATE 0,5l

0022

Description

% Alc

Wine

0024

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Type
Premium wine,
Srijem region, dry

Wine
Traminac Selected Harvest
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Srijem region, sweet

RED 0,75l

Wine
Traminac
2008

0023

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine
Merlot Belje
2008

Wine

Wine

Traminac from Ilok has been produced since 1710. It is characterized by
extremely high quality that is recognized by the true lovers of this royal
variety. It is a semi-dry to dry wine, because it collects high concentrations
of sugar. Its harmony and elegance make it a very pleasant aperitif that
goes perfectly whit white meat dishes and fish and with light desserts.

Wine
Graševina Principovac
2008

15

Type
Premium wine,
Srijem region, semi-dry
WHITE 0,75l

WHITE 0,75l

14

15

Wine

0025

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine

0027

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine
Traminac Principovac
2008

This is a semi-sweet, gold and yellow wine, thick as oil and having an
intensive and rich aroma of rose and musk - a typical distinctive variety. It
has a full, harmonious, sweet taste. This is an elegant wine that can either
be enjoyed alone.
It can either be enjoyed alone or with sophisticated and subtle desserts.

Type
Premium wine,
Srijem region, semi-dry

14,4

Wine
Vranac Vinea 2009

The wine has a deep ruby red color. Aroma is full of cooked red fruit
and jam. Wine is strong, full-bodied, with mature tannins and in good
condition. Daily red wine.
Serve with red meat dishes.

Type
Quality wine, Macedonia,
dry

12

WHITE 0,75l
RED 0,75l
Wine

0026

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Wine
Postup Donja Banda
2007
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

16

Wine

0028

Description

% Alc

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Postup is produced from an autochthonous grape variety called Plavac
Mali that grows on a unique location Postup on the steep slopes above the
sea. This noble wine of a dark, granite red colour is produced from overripe
grapes and spotted grape berries, which give this wine a specific complex
southern flavour of dry prunes. The wine is structured with a balanced
relation between tannins and acids. It is served at 18-20 °C with selected
dark meat dishes, venison, roasted meat and mature cheese.

Wine
Venus Vinea 2009

15
Type
Quality wine, Macedonia,
semi-sweet

The wine has a ruby red color. Aroma is full of cooked red fruit and jam.
The taste is soft with sweet and round tannins and in good condition.
Drinking wine for young people.
Serve with red meat dishes.

11,5

RED 0,75l

17

A D D IT I O N A L P A C K A G I N G
Wine

0029

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine
Istravino Malvazija
2010

Wine
Belje Graševina
2009

The wine has a refined greenish yellow colour. The intense floral and fruity
aroma reveals white fruits and acacia flower. On the palate it is harmonic,
full, fresh, elegant and smooth.

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

12,5
Type
Quality wine,
Baranja region, dry

WHITE 1l

Wine

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Description

% Alc

The wine has a deep gold colour and a deep and structured bouquet
reminiscent of nuts and butter. The wine offers a full body, layered, sturdy
and rich texture. It is smooth and mature and in good condition. This is a
concentrated, opulent wine that will nicely complement strong-flavoured
foods.

13,5

Description

% Alc

Yellowy with aroma of ripe fruits, especially cantaloupe. Balanced flavour,
ready for serving.

11,8

WHITE 1l

0030

Description

% Alc

Wine

0032

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.
Wine
Istravino Plavac
2009

0031

The wine has a clear ruby colour. The bouquet is intense and fruity,
dominated by dry plum. On the palate this wine is full and mature with
ripe tannins.

Wine
Laguna Histria Malvazija
2009

12,5
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 1l

RED 1l

18

19

Wine

0033

Description

% Alc

Wine
Laguna Histria Cabernet
Sauvignon 2009

Deep ruby colour, structured but not too dense. Complex bouquet with
nuances of black berries and cherry with spicy notes (capsicum, pepper).

Wine
Laguna Merlot
2010

13,2
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

0034

Description

% Alc

RED 1l

20

% Alc

Deep ruby colour. Scents of black berries, raspberry and cocoa. Balanced,
elegant, voluptuous, well structured with pleasantly harsh and ripe tannins.

12,2

Wine

0036

Description

% Alc

Deep ruby colour, structured but not too dense. Complex bouquet with
nuances of black berries and cherry with spicy notes (capsicum, pepper).

12,3

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Description

RED
Bag in box (3l)

RED 1l

Wine
Laguna Histria Merlot
2008

0035

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine

Wine

Deep ruby colour. Scents of black berries, raspberry and cocoa. Balanced,
elegant, voluptuous, well structured with pleasantly harsh and ripe tannins.

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon
Laguna Histria 2010

13,1
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
RED
Bag in box (3l)

21

Wine

0037

Description

% Alc

Wine
Laguna Duet
2009

This wine has a ruby red color with shades of purple and an aroma of green
grass. The flavor holds on to the grassy tone with a caramel finish. Serve
with dark meat, because of its distinctiveness can be drunk on its own.

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

12
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Description

% Alc

Quality wine. White dry still wine, vintage 2010, country of origin Croatia.
Lovely Malvazija, attractive aroma with full and delicious flavour. On the
nose is rich and very seductive, fruity aroma come at the beginning in form
of nectarine and apple, then come floral aromas that are not so expressed
but persistent. Flavour mainly characterized by excellent balance.

12,9

Description

% Alc

White dry still wine, vintage 2009, country of origin Croatia. Rich,
harmonious and refined on the nose with dominant but gentle aroma of
hazelnut, sweet vanilla and primary aromas of ripe apples, bananas and
citrus fruits mild additions. The flavour is mellow, complex and rich, full,
almost buttery, slightly spicy, great for lively acid, takes a very long time
and has an attractive and tasty retro taste.

14,1

WHITE 0,75l
0038

Description

% Alc

Wine

0040

Producer
Matošević wines Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Type
Quality wine,
Baranja region, dry

0039

Wine
Alba Malvazija
2010

RED
Bag in box (3l)

Wine
Belje Merlot
2009

Wine

Producer
Matošević wines Ltd.

Producer
Agrokor vina Ltd.

Wine

WI N E

The wine has a deep, ruby red color. The aroma is fruity with an intense
focus on berries, especially blackberry and with a scent of spices. Wine is
strong with sturdy body structure, with fresh and pleasant acids and ripe
tannins. It has a good potential for keeping. Wine will nicely accompany
red meats, game, sausages and Slavonian Kulen.

Wine
Alba Malvazija barrique
2009

15,7
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

RED
Bag in box (3l)
WHITE 0,75l

22

23

Wine

0041

Description

% Alc

Producer
Matošević wines Ltd.

Wine

0043

Description

% Alc

Producer
Matošević wines Ltd.

Wine
Alba Robinia
2008

Alba Robinia 2008, Istrian Malvasia, white dry premium wine with
controlled geographic origin West Istria, alc. 13,0%, aged in acacia barrell.
It’s very golden color, livery acids, on the palate it’s rich and full, almoust
buttery with a strong aftertaste.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Grimalda Red is a blend of Merlot and Teran, in ratios of 85 -15. The grapes
are complex due to low yields, on very sunny terraces; up to a kilogram
per vine. Grimalda Red is macerated and fermented on marc for up to two
weeks, following which it is aged in allier/troncais French oak barrels for
around 15 months. It is then further blended and aged in stainless steel
vats and in the bottle. This is a terroir wine, made in the Bordeaux style.
With pronounced freshness and minerality, as well as a long finish,
Grimalda Red is a complex wine.

Wine
Grimalda Red
2009

13,6
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

13

WHITE 0,75l
RED 0,75l
Wine

0042

Description

% Alc

Producer
Matošević wines Ltd.
Wine
Grimalda White
2009
Type
Premium wine
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

24

Wine

0044

Description

% Alc

High quality wine. Intense yellow colour with greenish reflections, clear
and pretty consistent, typical subtle scent of fruit and flower, with intense
fragrance of acacia flowers, dry, soft, fresh and quite salty taste, medium
body, balanced and harmonious, retro taste of almond.

13

Producer
Kozlović wines

This is a blend of three varieties - Chardonnay, Istrian Malvasia and
Sauvignon Blanc, in ratios of 50/25/25. The grapes are complex due to low
yields on very sunny terraces; up to a kilogram per vine. In the production,
quick processing is followed by fermentation and 12 month ageing in
allier/troncais French oak barrels, with periodical sediment stirring. No
skin-contact. Following the ageing in barrels, it is further blended and aged
in stainless steel vats and in the bottle.
Grimalda White is a terroir wine of pronounced minerality and long finish.

Wine
Malvazija
2010

13,3
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

25

Wine

0045

Description

% Alc

Wine
Malvazija Santa Lucia
2007

High quality wine. Intense golden yellow colour, crystal clear and
consistently fine and intriguing aroma, intertwined aromas of fruit and
flowers, herbs and spices, nuts and rind bread, velvety taste, soft and very
balanced, good structure and durability.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
Rhine Rizling
2009

15
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, semi-dry

WHITE 0,75l

26

0046

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Wine
Graševina (Welschriesling)
2009

Wine
Sauvignon Blanc Akacia
2008

WHITE 0,75l

Description

% Alc

Complex taste, semi-dry, fruity, rich and luxurious aromatic structures
typical of the cultivar. Range of fragrances: from flower (wild rose) to the
ripe fruit (peach), partly a typical tertiary Riesling character with the smell
of petroleum. The greatest value of this wine is its potential for further
development in bottle.

13,2

Description

% Alc

The richness of aroma, obtained by fusion of typical aroma varieties of
wood (gently roasted acacia barrel staves), certainly makes this wine
special. Very mature and rich fragrance, structural and long to taste, this
wine will surely surprise all those who love good but different wine.

13,5

WHITE 0,75l

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

0047

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Producer
Kozlović wines

Wine

Wine

Very complex and structured taste, distinguishing aromatic and
harmonious character grade with the scent of ripe apple and quince. Very
fresh but also harmonious and easy, smooth dry wine.

13
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

0048

WHITE 0,75l

27

Wine

0049

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Wine

0051

Description

% Alc

Although fermented, each wine of these cultivars reveals individually its
full personal luxury. The total commercial amount and test standardization
have caused our final decision to create this high quality wine by fusion of
the three cultivars. Though still young, it is very elegant, rich and structural
wine that captivates by its softness and the harmony of flavour. Its aromatic
spectrum width opens a bowl full of berries.

14

Description

% Alc

It’s just that Chardonnay & Sauvignon are the two most appreciated
cultivars of white grapes providing the greatest inspiration for the perfect
creations in winemaking. The classic approach to a pure cultivar wine
and at the best of technological processes gives us the foreseen forms
with a slight shift from the expected. Freed spirit of creativity is in the
weft of this great wine obtained by fusion of 60% Chardonnay and 40%
Sauvignon white. Extremely strong body, harmonious and balanced, with
an abundance of mature and rich fruit aroma that adorned the character
of the both parent cultivars.

14,2

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Wine
Chardonnay
2009

Like the Brodski Stupnik Chardonnay’s standard postulates, this is a
very structural wine and, as typical for its cultivar, of very strong body.
Fermented partly in stainless steel barrels and partly in the two-year oak
barriques of 225 l. Aromatic range from ripe citrus and vanilla to touches
of roasted almonds.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

14

Wine
Cuvee CMS
(Cabernet Sauvignon,
Merlot & Syrah) 2009
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

WHITE 0,75l
RED 0,75l
Wine

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Wine
Chardonnay
barrique - A Cappella
2008

Wine
Grand Cuvée - Nagual
(Chardonnay-Sauvignon
Blanc) 2007

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

28

0050

Late harvest of fully ripe and healthy grapes. Fermentation and maturation
by recognizable Burgundy method of ripening the sediment (Surly) in new
oak barrels - barriques. Extremely rich flavour and persistent taste, ripe
tropical fruits, roasted almonds and vanilla. Wine of very long life time.

14,3

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

0052

WHITE 0,75l

29

Wine

0053

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

The challenge to create a wine better than good - or better than the best - it’s
an inexhaustible inspiration in creating of great wines. Although basically
inspired by classical Bordeaux coupage, it’s rather difficult to determine it
as we know the comments might differ depending on the taste. This is a
wine with a great potential in an initial phase of its development. A strong
body and a persistent taste, rich of slight touches of tannin, with sumptuous
aromas of berries, the finest tobacco and roasted coffee. Undoubtedly the
best promoter of our resources in the production of red wine.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

13,7

A D D IT I O N A L P A C K A G I N G
0054

Description

WHITE
Bag in box (3l or 10l)

30

Description

Origin: Vineyard Kutjevo
Soil: sandy sedimentary rocks, some clay and carbonate loess
Colour: yellow-green, sparkling
Bouquet: fruity on lemon, apple and grapefruit, floral on jasmine, lime and
acacia, herbal on nettle flower
Taste: harmonious, strong, appropriate acidity and mild bitterness, warm
alcohol
Recommendation: appetizers, white meat meals, white fish, pasta and
pizza, fresh che
Serving: 8-10°C

Wine
Graševina
2009

% Alc

12,5

WHITE 0,75l

% Alc

Producer
Winery Zdjelarević Ltd.

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry

0055

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Graševina (Welschriesling)
2010

Wine

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Wine
Grand Cuvee - Nagual
(Cabernet SauvignonMerlot) 2007

Wine

WI N E

Wine

0056

Description

% Alc

High quality wine. Yielding and long lasting concentrated dried fruit,honey
and sweet exotic fruit…
Very strong, strong alcohol, the perfect balanced acidity, soft sweetness.

13,5

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Very complex and structured taste, distinguishing aromatic and
harmonious character grade with the scent of ripe apple and quince. Very
fresh but also harmonious and easy, smooth dry wine.

Wine
Graševina
2009

13
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

31

Wine

0057

Description

% Alc

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

More exclusive wine, later vintage, with especially developed rich scent
and stronger and especially harmonious dry taste. Drink cooled to 8 °C
with more compound salads, exotic meals and finest white fish, lamb and
veal roast.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

Wine
Traminer
2009

14
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

32

Description

% Alc

This is a very aromatic wine, very nice sweet story. It reminds us of rose
petals, elder flower and wild strawberries, so the aromas blend into one
another and end with the scent of vineyard peach and all of them are
special fineness. Taste is a serene, harmonious, warm and strong. The
warmth and smoothness of taste gives a higher warm alcohol, and a
number of minerals and extracts rich flavour, which has a greater duration.
Completion of taste is slightly bitter, which is typical of this variety and
makes it potable. Freshness (acid) is appropriate for higher alcohol and
stronger taste (fault of many Traminers is low quantity of acid), so it makes
this rich wine, potable.

14,1

Description

% Alc

Colour: ruby red
Scent: fruity on ripe blackberry and cherry, floral on violet
Taste: smooth, harmonious, middle strength and length of flavour,
pleasantly, fresh, fruity. Serve with stewed meat, red meat,blue fish, steak,
mature cheeses.
Serve at 16-18 °C

12,1

WHITE 0,75l
0058

Description

% Alc

Wine

0060

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.
Wine
Pinot Gris
2009

0059

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Wine
Graševina de Gotho
2008

Wine

Wine

Origin: Vineyard Kutjevo
Soil: sandy sedimentary rocks, some humus and carbonate loess
Colour: yellow-green
Bouquet: discreet, delicate, mineral
Taste: harmonious and full, soft and potable
Recommendations: cold meats, seafood, white meat and white fish
Serving: 10°C

Wine
Klikun Crni
2008

13,9
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 0,75l

33

Wine

0061

Description

% Alc

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Pinot Noir has ruby red colour along aromas of raspberry and dark berry
fruits. Aging in oak barrels feels pleasant taste of matured tannins. It is
proposed to open wine an hour before the consumption. Serve with blue
fish, dark meats of poultry, game, mature cheese, at a temperature of 1618 °C.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

12,5

A D D IT I O N A L P A C K A G I N G
0062

Description

WHITE
1l or bag in box (3l)

34

Description

% Alc

Graševina is a wine of yellow-green crystal clear colour. Bouqet is pleasant,
floral and fruity, with harmonious and full taste. Exceptional freshness and
potability makes it the most popular wine in Croatia.
Serve with appetizers, pasta, white meat and white fish meals, cooled at
8-10°C.

12,5

WHITE 1l

% Alc

Wine

0064

Description

% Alc

Klikun Crni (Noir) is a blend of grape varieties Zweigelt, Gamay,
Blaufrankisch and Portugieser. Bouquet is on dark fruits of cherry and
blackberry. In taste it is harmonious and mature, pleasant fresh wine.
Excellent for making „bamboo” drink (mix of wine and cola), thus
increasing his freshness and sweet component. Serve at a temperature of
16-18 °C, with dark meats, blue fish, delicatessen and matured cheeses.

12,1

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Type
Quality wine, Slavonija
region, dry

Wine
Graševina
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Ružica
2010

0063

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

Wine
Pinot Noir
2009

Wine

Wine

This unique wine of yellow-green and crystal clear colour is producing
from native Croatian grape variety Ružica crvena (red). Bouquet is gentle,
discrete on rose flower from which name is derived. In taste is fresh and of
great potability. It is recommended with broad pallet of appetizers, pasta,
and with all meals from white meats and white fish. Serve at a temperature
of 8 to 10 °C.

Wine
Klikun Crni
2008

12,2
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 1l

35

Wine

0065

Producer
Kutjevo Ltd.

It is a blend of varieties Zwiegelt, Gamay, Blaufrankisch and Portugieser.
In taste it is a harmonious and mature, bitter-sweet and pleasant fresh
wine, persistent.
Bouquet is on dark fruits of cherry and blackberry, violet flower and
tannins of Slavonian oak.
Adjusted for mixing with cola at “bamboo“ parties, increasing freshness
and sweet component, so you can drink more.
BiB packing decreases the price, and therefore more affordable to young
people, but for older people also, giving them more warmth and energy,
and thus more health to everyone.
Serve at a temperature of 18 °C, with dark meats, stewed meats with sauce,
blue fish, delicatessen and mature cheese.

Wine
Kolibri
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED
Bag in box (3l)

W IN E
Wine

Description

% Alc

Type
Quality wine, Dalmatian
Backround region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

36

0067

Description

% Alc

High quality wine. In the area of Imotski vineyards vines grown since
ancient times, and experience in the production of grapes and wine is in
the family Grabovac for 200 years. Modro jezero barrique wine is produced
from grape varieties: Merlot, Trnjak, Vranac and Cabernet Sauvignon, from
grapes picked from selected positions in Imotski vineyards. Wine was left
to settle for at least one year in barrels made of Slavonian and French oak.
The best fits with: lamb, steak, barbecue, all kinds of red meat, hard cheese.
Serving temperature: 18 °C

13,3

Description

% Alc

High quality wine. Potent and warm, masculine and concrete, in modern
style. Substantial and multilayered, dynamic, with well expressed
fruitiness, has creamy structure, quite long. On sight attractive, has
somewhat intensive vivid and shining yellow straw nearly golden colour,
present nuance of green, too. Bouquet offering white and yellow domestic
fruit with stone - apple, pear, but also nutty fruit, than spices like vanilla,
cinnamon in traces, lemon peel, percepted are also bread, some toasty
and smoky notes, even light touch of sherry. In the mouth appearance is
very good, wine presenting itself as vivacious, even piquant, dry, quite rich,
well rounded, warm. Finish is a bit bitterly, warm, slightly drying. Drink
with strong food (perfect with all kind of cooked fish, white meat stewed,
in sauces).

13,7

Producer
Winery Grabovac

12,1

Wine
Modro jezero barrique
2007
Type
Premium wine, Dalmatian
Backround region, dry
RED 0,75l

0066

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Grabovac
Wine
Kujundžuša
2009

Wine

Wine

Producer
Winery Korta Katarina

Quality wine. In the area of Imotski vineyards vines grown since ancient
times, and experience in the production of grapes and wine is in the family
Grabovac for 200 years. Kujundžuša wine is made from grape variety of
the same name, that is indigenous, and most common variety in Imotski
vineyard. It is characterized by mild hay-yellow colour with greenish,
hues and discreet scent of green apples. The taste is pleasantly bitter, and
reminds of the bitter almond. The best fits with: white fish and sea food, all
kinds of white meat, young cheese. Serving temperature: 10 °C

Wine
Pošip
2010

12,2
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

0068

WHITE 0,75l

37

Wine

0069

Producer
Winery Korta Katarina

Description

High quality wine. In modern & international style, substantial and
multilayered, with character, smooth, balanced, well cured, has elegance.
Dynamic, with fruitiness expressed fine, and with fl oral nuances and
herbal notes. Spices present, but moderate, well integrated. Wine is
immediate, warm, corpulent, with firm backbone having around much
flesh. Persistent, colour is vivid, shining, compact, dark, ruby with the
nuance of grenat. Bouquet suggesting earth & soil, mature and dried fruit,
also fruit out of the compote, confit, dark blue, berry and with the stone,
domestic (plum, cherry, raspberry). There are also some dark & dried
flowers, dried and aromatic herbs, for instance salvia, touch of macchia. In
the mouth vivacious yet calm, with herbal line and a bit ad stringent, dry,
juicy, dense, rich, warm, rounded.

Wine
Plavac Mali
2007
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

% Alc

Producer
Galić Ltd.
Wine
Graševina
2010
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

38

0071

Description

% Alc

This wine embodies the highest qualities of Sauvignons from Slavonia.
Initially predominantly herbal in character on the nose, hinting freshness
of green peppers and meadow hay, followed by enticing gooseberry
aromas, supported by nearly salty mineral-infl ected finish playing through
as an overhanging fragrance. Palate is simply glorious, initially pleasurably
zesty acidity yields freshness and attractiveness, soon complemented by
full-bodied mouth-filling flavours maintaining texture, followed through
by mellow warmth as this rounded-structured wine becomes rich,
mineralinflected, delightful, powerful and ultimately refreshing nectar. An
extraordinary wine!

13,9

Description

% Alc

The art of winemaking stems from a harmonious relationship of soil and
men. It is the art of transforming the sunlight, fresh rain, opulent soil,
knotty grapevines and succulent berries into a cup of an enticing lifestyle.
For generations, Galić winery grows as its grapevines grow, and our wines
are fruits of toil, persistence, love and respect of the soil, all of which found
their way into our exhilarating, superior beverage bursting with power,
fragrance and opulence.

13,8

Producer
Galić Ltd.
Wine
Sauvignon
2009

15,5
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

RED 0,75l
Wine

Wine

WHITE 0,75l
0070

Description

% Alc

Wine

0072

Producer
Galić Ltd.

Exceptionally deep yellow-greenish colour immediately announces a
mature wine. Attractive nose with interplay of herbal and fruity aromas.
Ripe apples and pastoral, floral overtones foreground mildly piquant
herbal nuances. Palate shows perfect balance of freshness and maturity. It
is rich and full-bodied, while simultaneously refreshing. Ideally balanced
and mildly stressed acids vibrating along tongue of a taster after a sip for
a while, with a fruity aftertaste. The wine expresses the very essence of
Kutjevo terroir and offers experience of pure Graševina (Welsh Riesling)
characteristics, without any technological intervention or cloying aromas.
The wine blends well with food and it may be enjoyed regularly; however it
remains far from banal, rather it is lush and attractive.

12,2

Wine
Galić Black 9 (Merlot &
Cabernet Sauvignon)
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 0,75l

39

Wine

0073

Description

% Alc

Producer
Galić Ltd.

This Rose embodies the most important properties of a typical Rose, which
cause its following to gain in numbers daily during past few years. Vibrant
freshness, playfulness and pronounced fruit fragrances, although unlike
most of its siblings it is not flimsy and banal, rather lush and steadfast. Wild
strawberries and raspberries entwined with fresh summer apples. Simple
and attractive. Likewise markedly fruity palate, albeit supported by a full
body, therefore even achieving a slightly creamy texture. A great wine!

Type
Premium wine, Slavonija
region, dry

Wine
Babić Premium
2008

13
Type
Premium wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

ROSE 0,75l

40

Description

% Alc

The “Babić” wine is named after the autochthonous wine sort of Primošten
wine-grower’s hills. The peculiar properties of these vineyards are the
stunning-shaped terraced terrain with unique viticultural methods. The
“Babić” wine sort has dark purple colour with marked berries aroma of
blackberry and plum flavoured with herbs ripened tannin and harmonious
acids. The high percentage(proof) of wine alcohol leaves a pleasant taste of
warmth in mouth and savoury and long - lasting sense of “after taste”.The
wine with 14,3% alcohol by volume, vintage year 2008.

14,3

Description

% Alc

RED 0,75l
0074

Description

% Alc

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.
Wine
Babić
2009

0075

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Wine
Rose
2010

Wine

Wine

Wine

0076

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Babić is a dry red wine made of grapes from the winegrowing hils of the
Skradin-Bribir, Pirovac-Vodice and Primošten area. It is characterized
by a dark ruby colour, a pleasant smell, full bouquet and a distinguished
bouquet.

Wine
Debit
2009

12,7

Type
Quality wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

Type
Quality wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

RED 0,75l

WHITE 0,75l

Debit is a quality white wine produced from the eponymous native grape
variety with limited localities in Šibenik vineyards. Debit is a dry white
wine that is characterized by golden-yellow colour. It’s delicate aroma and
flavor (bouquet) put it among the best white wines.
Drink well chilled (8-10°C).

12,3

41

Wine

0077

Description

% Alc

Wine
Maraština
2009

Maraština is a quality wine eponymous native grape variety produced by
sur lie technology. Fermentation takes place in barique barrel in which
wine matured on the lees, and thus shows its best performance.

Type
Quality wine, Dalmatian
Background region, dry

Wine
Plavina
2009

12,5
Type
Quality wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

0078

Description

% Alc

RED 0,75l

42

% Alc

Quality dry red wine from the eponymous native grape variety, one of
the lighter red wines, the wine has a ruby and dark ruby red color, welldeveloped varietal bouquet and harmonious soft varietal flavor, extremely
good with roasts and fish. Served at room temperature.

12,2

A D DI TI O N A L PA CK A GI N G
Wine

0080

Description

% Alc

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Type
Quality wine, Dalmatian
Background region, dry

Description

RED 0,75l

WHITE 0,75l

Wine
Faust
2009

0079

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Wine

Wine

Quality dry red wine made from grapes Plavina and Vranac, a wine that
contains the features of the southern and continental red wine. It’s bright
ruby color, it is refreshing and drinkable, belongs to the lighter red wines
which allows consumer to drink at any time of day, served with meat, roast
meat and fish, exclusively at room temperature.

Wine
Debit
2009

12,3
Type
Quality wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

Debit is a quality white wine produced from the eponymous native grape
variety with limited localities in Šibenik vineyards. Debit is a dry white
wine that is characterized by golden-yellow colour. It’s delicate aroma and
flavor (bouquet) put it among the best white wines.
Drink well chilled (8-10°C).

12,3

WHITE
1l or bag in box (3l, 5l, 10l)

43

Wine

0081

Description

% Alc

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

0083

Description

% Alc

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Wine
Faust
2009

Quality dry red wine made from grapes Plavina and Vranac, a wine that
contains the features of the southern and continental red wine. It’s bright
ruby color, it is refreshing and drinkable, belongs to the lighter red wines
which allows consumer to drink at any time of day, served with meat, roast
meat and fish, exclusively at room temperature.

Type
Quality wine, Dalmatian
Background region, dry

Wine
Jure White

12,3

Table wine, dry

11-12

Type
WHITE
1l or bag in box (10l)

RED
1l or bag in box (3l, 5l, 10l)
Wine

Wine

0082

Description

% Alc

Wine

0084

Description

% Alc

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.
Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.
Wine
Plavina
2009
Type
Quality wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

Quality dry red wine from the eponymous native grape variety, one of
the lighter red wines, the wine has a ruby and dark ruby red color, welldeveloped varietal bouquet and harmonious soft varietal flavor, extremely
good with roasts and fish. Served at room temperature.

12,2

Wine
Doro White

Table wine, dry

11-12

Type
WHITE 1l

RED 1l

44

45

Wine

0085

Description

% Alc

Wine
Moro Red

Table wine, dry

11-12

RED 1l

Wine
Zlatan Otok Hvar
2010

0086

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Wine
Plavina
2009

Wine
Zlatan Pošip
2010

Table wine, dry

RED
1l or bag in box (10l)

Description

% Alc

The wine is a blend of carefully selected grapes of white local varieties,
among which the predominant are Pošip, Maraština and Bogdanuša.
The grapes come from the 10-year-old vineyard “Zavala” in the village of
Zavala. It is generally released after one year. The wine has a golden yellow
colour with shades of green. Herbaceous nose and ripe fruit aromas with
hints of banana. Fresh, smooth and intense on the palate.

13

Description

% Alc

New wine from our vineyard Bast - Makarska. The wine is made from
authentic Croatian grape Pošip. It is shiny - golden yellow colour, thick and
oily in a glass. Full body and unique taste on the palate. On the nose, some
hints of figs; fruity, with a lengthy aftertaste.

14

WHITE 0,75l

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Type

0087

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Type

46

Wine

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Producer
Vinoplod-vinarija Jsc.

Wine

WI N E

11-12
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

0088

WHITE 0,75l

47

Wine

0089

Description

% Alc

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

The wine is made from the grapes of the variety Plavac Mali, which have
ripened in various vineyards on the southern slopes of the Hvar Island. The
maceration of grapes lasts for three days. The wine maturates for one year
in old barriques and for another half year in bottles. Dark ruby colour with
purplish shades. Dark forest fruits on the nose with some hints of spice.
On the palate, the wine is rich and fruity with a nice structure and lengthy
aftertaste.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia, dry

13,5

RED 0,75l

48

Description

% Alc

The wine is made from the grapes of the variety Plavac Mali, which have
ripened in various vineyards on the southern slopes of the Hvar Island. The
maceration of grapes lasts for 7 to 8 days. The wine maturates for one year
and a half in new and old barriques, and for another half a year in bottles.
The ripe barrique wine has a dark red colour with shades of burnt orange.
Rich and complex nose with light animal note and aromas of dried plums,
cherry kernel and chocolate. Rich, concentrated and savoury palate with
a lingering aftertaste. This wine will only begin to reach its peak after six
years of maturation.

14

Description

% Alc

The wine is made from carefully selected grapes of the variety Plavac Mali,
which have ripened in our oldest (over 50-year old) vineyards, located on
premium sites on the southern slopes of the Hvar Island. The average yield
is approximately 0.5 kg per vine. The maceration of grapes lasts for 8 days.
The wine maturates for one year and a half in new barriques of superior
quality, and for another half a year in bottles. Dark ruby-red colour. The
rich and complex nose develops aromas of dried plums, spice, pepper,
vanilla and leather. Full-bodied, rich, with extract, ripe and powerful
tannins. On the palate: vanilla, cherry kernel, coffee, dark chocolate. The
finish lingers long after the last sip.

14,5

RED 0,75l

0090

Description

% Alc

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Wine
Zlatan Plavac barrique
2008
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Zlatan Plavac Makarska
2009

0091

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Wine
Zlatan Plavac
2009

Wine

Wine

Wine

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Also new wine from our new vineyards from Makarska. The wine maturates
for one year in old barriques and for another half year in bottles. Dark ruby
colour with purplish shades. Dark forest fruits on the nose with some hints
of spice. On the palate, the wine is rich and fruity with a nice structure and
lengthy aftertaste.

13,5

Wine
Zlatan Plavac Grand Cru
2008
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

0092

RED 0,75l

49

Wine

0093

Description

% Alc

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Also new wine from our new vineyards from Makarska. Named after the
well-known strong north wind “bura” which blows often at that location. It
has a ruby colour, very intense and scenically on the nose.

14

RED 0,75l

RED 0,75l

50

Description

% Alc

Produced from Welsch Riesling grapes, this refreshing dry white wine has a
fruity, floral bouquet and intense greenish-yellow hue, pairs well with fish,
chicken and vegetable dishes.

13

Description

% Alc

Produced from Welsch Riesling grapes, this refreshing dry white wine has a
fruity, floral bouquet and intense greenish-yellow hue. Pairs well with fish,
chicken and vegetable dishes.

13,5

WHITE 0,75l

0094

Description

% Alc

Producer
Zlatan Otok Ltd.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Wine
Welch Riesling
2010
Type
Quality wine, Slavonija
region, dry

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Wine
Zlatan Crljenak-Zinfandel
2008

0095

Producer
Winery Bartolović

Wine
Zlatan Ostatak Bure
2008

Wine

Wine

Wine

0096

Producer
Winery Bartolović

This is a very interesting, almost forgotten, old, authentic Dalmatian
variety scientific research has proven that Zinfandel (the most popular
North American variety) is actually Crljenak. Our winery recognizes this
fact, and we can proudly say that this is the first top quality zinfandel from
his motherland. The wine is an intense ruby colour, with a strong fruity
aroma.

Wine
Kaptol Welsch Riesling
2009

14,5
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

51

Wine

0097

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Bartolović

Producer
Winery Bartolović

Wine
Kaptol White
2008

Wine
Pinot Noir
2007

Kaptol is a subtle blend of Riesling, Traminer, Sauvignon, Welsch Riesling,
Pinot Gris and Chardonnay grapes. It has a bright lemon-yellow color,
distinctive, complex aroma and hearty palate. Pairs well with fish, cheese
and poultry.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

Wine

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

0098

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
PZ Pošip

Wine
Syrah-Merlot
2008

Wine
Pošip
2010

RED 0,75l

Description

% Alc

Aged in oak, this Pinot Noir is a dark ruby-red wine with a luxuriously fruity
aroma, rich, rounded palate and long finish. Pairs well with game, poultry
and baked fish.

14,5

Description

% Alc

Pošip is of gold-yellowish colour with green shades,varietel flavours of
almond and macchia plants, of a nice bouquet of candied orange peel of a
gracefully full, smooth and substantial flavour.

13,8

RED 0,75l

Producer
Winery Bartolović

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

0099

13,9

WHITE 0,75l

52

Wine

Aged in oak and sur lie fermented, syrah is violet to garnet red in color. It
has a fruity aroma tinged with notes of oak, and a strong, balanced palate.
Pairs well with red meat, game and mushrooms.

13
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

0100

WHITE 0,75l

53

Wine

0101

Description

% Alc

Wine
Zlatna Vrbnička Žlahtina
2010

The wine goes well with island specialties like lamb of Kvarner islands
(jančevina), prepared in several ways: boiled, fire-oven (peka-bell), spit,
stew (zvacet, gulaš), hand-made pastry specialties (šurlice) and seafood.
Special recommendation: oysters.

Type
Quality wine, Croatian
Littoral region, dry

Wine
Lipanović Vugava
2009

11,5
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Type
Premium wine, Croatian
Littoral region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

54

Description

% Alc

As a result of love for the grape away from their original land, it has
grown for millennia by sea and bathed in Mediterranean sun, “Vugava
Viška”, the queen of wines. It is characterized by beautiful natural golden
colour. Smell her specific, varietal, unmolested, a pleasant, deep and full.
Recognizable for its sweeter taste of the luxurious fullness. Fits with fish,
shellfish, seafood salad and a light meal of white meat chicken.

13,5

Description

% Alc

The wine is made from the grapes of the variety Plavac Mali, which have
ripened in various vineyards on Vis island. Aromatic profile is characterized
by typical varietal aromas of red berries arranged with delicate aromas
arising from the treatment in large oak barrels. The taste of wine is supple,
smooth, soft, ripe tannins, balanced full flavour.

14

WHITE 0,75l
0102

Description

% Alc

Producer
PZ Vrbnik
Wine
Žlahtina Grand Cru
2009

0103

Producer
P.T.O.“VITIS“

Producer
PZ Vrbnik

Wine

Wine

Wine

0104

Producer
P.T.O.“VITIS“

Žlahtina is the indigenous variety of vine which gives wine Žlahtina. It lives
in the vineyards of Krk, position Vrbničko polje. Micro climate of Vrbničko
polje is very specific and has important influence on character of the
biological potential of plants and later the wine. Vineyard operations are
carried out largely by hand. Gold Žlahtina Grand Cru is produced from the
finest of selected grapes and grapevines. Crystal clear, light straw-yellowgreen colour, with the scent of flowers, fruit mild tone with oak. Taste of
mineral satin, smooth, slightly palatable wine. Dining recommendations:
Ham, sheep cheese, lamb, steak, white fish, mussels, oysters special.

11,5

Wine
Lipanović Plavac Mali
2008
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

55

Wine

0105

Description

% Alc

Wine

0107

Description

% Alc

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Graševina Daruvar Premium 2009 is one of the best and noblest in
Croatia, as shown by the silver medal at one of the most prestigious world
evaluations - the Vinalies internationales in 2010, and the bronze medal
at the Decanter, London, also in 2010. It is characterized by its distinctive
greenish-yellow colour, a refined flavour with a hint of late vintage from
grapes which are picked after the end of regular harvesting, thus providing
the necessary complexity.

Wine
Graševina Daruvar 2009
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, semi-dry

Wine
Graševina Križevci
2010

Graševina Križevci is smooth, light and fresh, with beautiful yellowgreenish colour, is a typical representative of wines made from Graševina
grapes in the north-west Croatia. The flavour is dominated by bouquet and
pleasant freshness.

13,3
Type
Quality wine,
Prigorje-Bilogora region,
dry

10,8

WHITE 0,75l
WHITE 0,75l
Wine

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.
Wine
Sauvignon Daruvar
2009
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, semi-dry
WHITE 0,75l

56

0106

Description

For which the Daruvar wine-growing area is an ideal place, and whose rich
flavour reminds of the aromas of elder flower or tropical fruit, depending
on the year. Grown in specific conditions at Đulovac, on southern slopes
characterized by heavy acidic soils and a low content of humus, we obtain
grapes whose quality and restricted yield are above the average. Sauvignon
Daruvar is the wine with most prizes of the Daruvar winery, starting from
2006 when it was awarded the gold medal at the Mundus Vini in Germany,
and the silver medal at the Vinalies Internationales in Paris, to the
Sauvigon vintage 2007, which won the Grand Gold Medal at Vinitaly 2008,
a gold medal at the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2008, and at the Vino
Ljubljana 2008, and a silver medal at the Vinalies Internationales 2008.

% Alc

Wine

0108

Description

% Alc

Plavac Hvar is a representative of quality wines of the Svirče Winery, and
is produced from the autochthonous variety of Plavac Mali. Grape yields
are around 1.5 kg per vine. Marc and wine fermentation takes place under
completely controlled conditions with the use of modern technology and
oenological practices and lasts up to 4 weeks. So was produced wine an
attractive modern living dark red. Aromatic profile is characterized by
typical varietal aromas of red berries arranged with delicate aromas arising
from the six-month treatment in large oak barrels. The taste of wine is
supple, smooth, soft, ripe tannins, balanced full flavour

12,4

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.
Wine
Plavac Hvar
2009

13,3

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

57

Wine

0109

Description

% Alc

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Ivan Dolac 2007 is a top quality red wine produced from the autochthonous
Dalmatian variety of Plavac Mali. The grapes are picked exclusively by
hand on the locale of Ivan Dolac. This strong “masculine” wine has a dark
ruby colour and a characteristic flavour and bouquet.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

15,2

Description

% Alc

Plavac Mediterano is top quality wine is produced from the autochthonous
variety of Plavac Mali on inland terraces, about 30 years old. This is a
modern wine with dark ruby-red colour, blending the original fragrances
of the grapes and the wood, and it has a slightly coarse and tannin taste,
and strong and rich body.

13,5

Description

% Alc

RED 0,75l

0110

Description

% Alc

Wine

0112

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Wine
Plavac Mediterano
2008
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Ivan Dolac barrique
2007

0111

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Wine
Ivan Dolac
2007

Wine

Wine

Ivan Dolac barrique 2007 ranks among the best Croatian red wines. Its
ruby colour with a purple reflection is due to its maturing in wood, so that
its primary taste of dried berries and dried grapes is ennobled with discrete
secondary flavours of aging. By its flavour it is a strong, robust wine, rich in
essence and ripe tannins which make it elegant and distinct to the palate.
It has a slightly hard taste, sumptuous bouquet and aroma.

Wine
Korlat Merlot
2008

14,3

Type
Premium wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry

Korlat Merlot is a wine characterized by its bright dark red colour, brought
to perfection in oak barrels. Strong and abundant in structure, bursting
with ripe red cherry and raspberry aromas and additionally harmonized
with discrete spice aromas. Prolonged rich flavor with balanced fresh and
soft, ripe tannins give the wine an extra dimension and a fine smooth
texture. These are precisely the qualities that will make you want to enjoy
it again.
Serve with delicate ripe cheese, pasta ala pesto Genovese, noble fish,
grilled, roasted duck breast, pork chops, steaks, tuna steaks, lamb chops,
venison and desserts of dark chocolate.

13,6

RED 0,75l
RED 0,75l

58

59

Wine

0113

Description

% Alc

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.

Korlat Syrah has a deep, dark red purple color and strong rich structure.
This intense and concentrated wine offers spicy aromas of ripe berry
fruits such as blackberries and black raisins. Strong odor complexity and
personality contribute to the finely tuned aromas of coffee, dark chocolate
and a discrete tobacco aroma, which is part of the statement of the
aromatic potential, and partly a result of caring of his wines in oak barrels.
The wine is lively, warm, balanced, durable and mature.
Syrah is enjoyed best with soft cheeses, grilled meats, especially pork chops
or oily fish, venison stew, roast beef, cured meat products (eg. sausages,
venison), dessert of berries.

Wine
Korlat Syrah
2008
Type
Premium wine, North
Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

A D D IT I O N A L P A C K A G I N G
Wine

0114

Description

Type
Table wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region,
semi-sweet
RED 1l

60

Wine

0115

Producer
Winery Roxanich

14,5

Wine
Malvazija Classica
2008
Type
Premium wine, Istra
region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

% Alc

Producer
Badel 1862 Jsc.
Wine
Viola

WI N E

Wine

0116

Description

% Alc

Prolonged contact with the Malvasia skins (maceration) of 26 days is
responsible for an intense gold yellow color. Only indigenous yeast, already
present on the grapes, was used in the fermentation. Lately, these macerated
wines are also called orange wines. Long maceration did not completely
erased primary aromatics of Malvasia - acacia flowers is discretely present,
but there’s no fruit at all. Rather, scents of dried mushrooms, dry hay,
Mediterranean garrigue, forest floor and wet clay dominate, all intertwined
with subtle ethereal components similar to varnish, natural gas, essential oils
and hot chili. In the mouth it is more intense than in the nose. Dry, warm,
full bodied, savory “umami” feeling. A certain lack of acidity takes away
a bit of agility (alcohol becomes too obvious) and makes it a bit heavy to
drink, especially without food. So please, drink this wine with some food and
preferably in the autumn or winter. Very long persistence. Beautiful minerals
create a mouthwatering and clean finish.

13,8

Description

% Alc

Macceration (skin contact) 80 days, and aged in same wats of 70 hl in
period of 30 months. Bottled in April 2010.

14,1

Producer
Winery Roxanich

The table red semi-sweet wine, the latest wine in the range of table wines.
We recommend it with cheese, ham and red meat, and the rest of the sugar
goes well with pastries. Serve at temperature of 18°C.

11-12

Wine
Malvazija Antica
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

61

Wine

0117

Producer
Winery Roxanich
Wine
TeranRe
2007
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

Wine

0118

Description

% Alc

Teran is an autochthonous Istrian sort of grape. It was first described in 1825
by the canon and agronomist Pietro Stankovich (Petar Stanković) from Barban.
The general characteristics of this wine are: vivid red colour, rich taste and
intense scents. Teran became a true king among Istrian wines thanks to the
long tradition of its production. Roxanich Teran is the new member of the old
and rich wine family; and it will for sure discover the new face of Teran. After
crushing and pressing, the grape material is discharged in wooden vats of 70
hectolitres capacity. Then a minimal use of sulphur (5g/hl) activates the wine
yeast. The maceration and alcoholic fermentation are conducted in traditional
manner - with several submersions daily during a period of 32 days, on the
temperature of 28 ºC. After the maceration, the grape material is pressed and
the must stored in wooden casks of 35 and 5 hectolitres capacity (225 l). The
wine is allowed to age for three years in those casks; then it is merged in big vats
and prepared for bottling. There is no need for wine clarifiers because the wine
stabilizes during the aging.

13,4

Description

% Alc

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

62

0119

Description

% Alc

The wine is dark, dense, opaque with a thin dark red ring on the rim. On
the nose we feel the aroma of sweet spices, cedar, anise, carob, tobacco,
red currant with a flue tobacco-vanilla note. On the palate it’s mature,
authoritative, but not aggressive.

13,4

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Roxanich
Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon 2007
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

Wine

0120

Producer
Winery Roxanich

Producer
Winery Roxanich
Wine
Chardonnay Milva
2008

Wine

Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Macceration of 7 days and aged 30 months in 70hl wooden vats.

13,5

Wine
Cuvée Super Istrian
2007
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Cuvée: 40% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Gamay
Made (maceration 4 weeks) and aged in first two years as mono sorts
wines, then last (third) year of ageing all three wines together.

13,5

RED 0,75l

63

Wine

0121

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Roxanich

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.

Wine
Rose
2008

Wine
Plavac Mali
2007

Variety: Gamay
Aged 20 months in 70 hl wooden vats.

13,5

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

Description

% Alc

The plantations of Plavac Mali are on sheer positions above Cavtat, where
there have always been the best vineyards, as our ancestors used to say.The
plantations have given the grapes from which this wine has been made.
Optimal fruitiness reflects the sort and its unity with the typical terroire
on which these vineyards are being placed. Maceration, fermentation and
maturity too place in the RVS tanks. It has been filled in the bottles without
filtering. Excellent companion to fish and light meat dishes. Suggested
usage at the temperature between 14 and 16 °C.

13,7

Description

% Alc

RED 0,75l

0122

Description

% Alc

Wine

0124

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.
Wine
Plavac

0123

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

ROSE 0,75l

64

Wine

This quality red wine of controlled origin is obtained from the namesake sort that
yields a wine with pronounced varietal features of the environment. Alcohol: 12
to 13%. Of crystal red colour, its smell is full of ripe fruit, cherries, dried plums
and fine spices. A full fruit taste with refreshing acids and mild tannin are subtly
balanced in a soft, long aftertaste. Excellent companion to grilled fish and light
meats. Suggested usage at the temperature between 16°C and 18°C.

12,3

Wine
Plausus
2007
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

The wine is nurtured in new oak barrels in order to keep the maximum
naturity and the result with its unique taste and smell. Before placing the
wine into the RSV tank, the selection of the best barrels has been made,
after which it has been filled in the bottles without filtering. Pairs well with
grilled dishes and rich meat dishes with sauces. Suggested usage at the
temperature between 14 and 16 °C.

14,5

RED 0,75l

65

Wine

0125

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.
Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon
2009
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

Wine

0126

Description

% Alc

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

66

0127

Description

% Alc

Rosy, semi dry quality wine produced from the namesake autochthonous
sort of Konavle. Crystal clear rosy colour, of developed wine aroma
permeated with tones of mulberries and blackberries. Alcohol 11,5%, total
acids from 4,5 to 6,0 g/l, extract 18,0 g/l. Fresh fruity rose wine, ideal for
long summer nights, accompanying light fish dishes and as appetizer.
Recommended temperature of consumption: 8°C-12°C.

12,5

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.

Quality red wine made of the namesake sort. Of exceptional quality and
potentials because of the clear varietal features, the wine is harmonious,
of rich smell and aroma qualifying for a superior classification. Alcohol
content: 12 to 13; total acids: 5 to 6.5 g/l; extract: 22 to 29 g/l.
Intensive deep red colour. Quite intensive varietal characteristic smell with
light impressions of black currant supported with vegetal hues of pepper,
finely balanced with fluffy tones of coffee and vanilla, of attractive and
seducing bouquet. Fresh and fruity in contact with the palate, of strong
body relying on ripe tannin and fresh acids that keep the fine poise,
with a dominating taste of chocolate and black coffee laid upon ripe
wild fruit in the aftertaste. Excellent companion to slightly spiced meat
dishes, beefsteaks, also of ‘pasticada’ - the genuine Dalmatian beef stew.
Suggested consumption at a temperature between 16°C and 18°C.

12,5

Description

% Alc

Wine
Kadarun Rose
2009
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region,
semi-dry
ROSE 0,75l

A D DI TI O N A L PA CK A GI N G
Wine

0128

Description

% Alc

Quality white wine with the label of controlled origin, obtained from
Maraština sort of grapes. Alcohol: 12 to 13 %; total extract: 19 to 24 g/l,
wine acids 5 to 6 g/l. Of golden yellow colour, its varietal smell is expressive
and characteristic, with rich white fruits, pear and apple. Lightly perfumed
with a small dose of Mediterranean fruit. Full and juicy taste conceals the
impressions of vanilla and pear, with mild acids and a sweet aftertaste.

12,5

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.
Wine
Merlot
2009

Wine

Quality red wine from the namesake sort with exceptional yield in the Konavle
Valley. Alcohol content: 12 to 12.5%, total acids 5 to 6.5 g/l, extract 22 to 27 g/l.
Color: ripe purple with light brown hues. A complex and mature smell with
prevailing vanilla based on a smell of ripe cherries is intensive and elegant at
the same time. In the mouth it feels of lots of fresh fruit, with an elegant balance
of acids and tannin with a long aftertaste. Pairs well with slightly spiced grill.
Suggested usage at 16°C and 18°C.

Wine
Ragusa White
2009

12,5
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
WHITE 1l

67

Wine

0129

Description

% Alc

Producer
Dubrovački podrumi Jsc.

Quality wine of controlled origin made from local sorts of grapes: Vranac,
Plavac, Kadarun and Dalmatinka. Under the climatic conditions in
Konavle, they give a wine of harmonized varietal features, without the
characteristic and repelling harshness. Alcohol: 12 to 13%; total acids: 5 to
7 g/l; extract: 21 to 27 g/l. Light red. Its intensive fruit smell of plums and
blackberries hides hues of tobacco and laurel. Juicy and refreshing with
lots of fruit, cherries and blackberries, the aftertaste is well balanced and
fresh. Ideal companion to light fish meals and fresh salads lightly chilled on
the terrace. Suggested temperature of consumption: 16°C-18°C.

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

12,5

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

68

Description

% Alc

Luscious and long lasting concentrated ripe fruit, honey and sweet exotic
spices. Very rich and full bodied, powerful alcohol, perfectly balanced
refreshing acidity, soft sweetness on the finish. Great aging potential.

14,2

Description

% Alc

Well structured and balanced, refreshing acidity, intense sweet fruitiness
and pleasant bitterness on the finish, intense aromas of ripe fruit and
citrus, attractive and complex wine with good aging potential.

14

WHITE 0,75l

0130

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Enjingi
Wine
Graševina
2009

Wine
Graševina Late Harvest
2007
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

RED 1l

Wine

0131

Producer
Winery Enjingi

Wine
Ragusa Red
2009

W IN E

Wine

Wine

0132

Producer
Winery Enjingi

Nice lime-yellow colour, pleasant and intense aromas of apples, honey
and sweet spices, good structure and crisp acidity, make this wine a great
everyday choice.

13,2

Wine
Rhine Riesling Late Harvest
2006
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

69

Wine

0133

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Enjingi

Wine

0135

Description

% Alc

Red premium wine, temperament, dark ruby red color, aromas of blueberry and
“Maraska” cherry, felt a slight shade of dryness, but the taste is very harmonious.
Goes with red meat, especially game, a reliable complement the flavors of spicy
sauces and ripe cheeses.

15,6

Description

% Alc

Blend of five red varieties, fermented separately and aged in new Slavonian
oak barrels before blending. Every variety gives its own character and adds
to the complexity of the wine. Dominates sweet oak, sweet spices, ripe fruit,
forest fruit, every layer slowly appearing in the nose. Full bodied and well
structured, strong and warm alcohol and smooth tannins are promising
good aging. Varietal Composition: Frankovka, Zweigelt, Pinot Noir, Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon.

14,7

Producer
Winery Enjingi

Blend of five white varieties, fermented separately and aged in new
Slavonian oak barrels before blending. Every wine gives its own character
and adds to the complexity of the wine. Dominates sweet oak, vanilla and
sweet spices, ripe fruit, apples and pears, honey, hints of flowers and roses,
every layer slowly appearing in the nose. Full bodied and well structured,
strong and warm alcohol and smooth tannins are promising good aging.
Varietal Composition: Graševina, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris,
Gewurtztraminer.

Wine
Venje Late Harvest
2004
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

13,2

Wine
Pinot Noir
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 0,75l

WHITE 0,75l
Wine

0134

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Enjingi
Wine
Zweigelt barrique
2007
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 0,75l

70

Wine

0136

Producer
Winery Enjingi

Deep red colour, soft and smooth tannins, lovely nose complexity, at first
ripe red fruit, cherries and plums, then chocolate, coffee and spices, hints
of sweet oak. Little residual sugar nicely fills the palate and leaves pleasant
and soft fruity finish.

13,7

Wine
Venje Red Late Harvest
2003
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, semi-dry
RED 0,75l

71

Wine

0137

Description

% Alc

Wine

0139

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Josić

Producer
Winery Adžić
Wine
Pinot Gris
2009

Straw color, complex bouquet, rich and excellently balanced, relatively
high in alcohol. Pleasant mouthfeel, long and elegant finish.

Superior wine. It has a wonderful strongly expressed quality wine bouquet
which can remind us of black currant, smell of a sharpened pencil or
a new book. It was made by spontaneous cross-breeding of Cabernet
Franco and Sauvignon. The wine has a dark black colour as it is made
from small dark blue berries. It has a full, dry and harmonious taste that
makes it recognizable. It is delicious with dark meat, stronger venison
meat, mushrooms, flavoured cheese, pike-perch fillets filled with aromatic
cheese.

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon
2010

13,5

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, dry

13,6

WHITE 0,75l
RED 0,75l
Wine

0138

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Josić
Wine
Graševina superior - Terra
Pannonium 2010
Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

72

Wine

0140

Description

% Alc

Superior wine. Observable ruby colour and soft likeable full taste. Tastes
like berries (blackberry and blueberry). With this elegant wine most
enjoyable are venison, dark meat like rump-steak and beefsteak, grilled
duck chest and strong cheese. Cuvee was made by bonding three sorts of
wines: Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon and Black Pinot.

13,6

Producer
Winery Josić

Superior wine. The remarkable greenish yellowish colour turns into a light
yellow with gold reflection by aging. It has a specific expressed flavour of a
green apple and a full harmonious and in the end a specific bitterish taste.
Excellent with white meat, white noble fresh water fish, frog-legs, grilled
meals, fish stews and grilled catfish with vegetables.
Serving: 10-12°C

13

Wine
Cuvée Ciconia Nigra
2010
Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, semi-dry
RED 0,75l

73

Wine

0141

Description

% Alc

Producer
Kronos Ltd.

Smell is little discrete but very likable. Fresh fruit flavors of citrus and
peach are mixing with some gravely spicy notes of petroleum which means
that sort’s attributes are very well expressed. With taste also prevailing
freshness come out of high wine acids which are after very nicely encircled
with rich extract. It’s very drinkable and refreshing wine.

Type
Quality wine,
Baranja region, dry

14

WHITE 0,75l

74

% Alc

14,9

WHITE 0,75l

0142

Description

% Alc

Wine

0144

Description

% Alc

Luscious and long lasting concentrated ripe fruit, honey and sweet exotic
spices. Very rich and full bodied, powerful alcohol, perfectly balanced
refreshing acidity, soft sweetness on the finish. Great aging potential.

17,4

Producer
Kronos Ltd.

Producer
Kronos Ltd.

Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, dry

Description

Very likable and stratified smell where are interviewing attractive herbal
flavors like mowed grass with fruity additives of gooseberry and spice notes
of hazelnuts. Taste is strong and full, extremely aged, but in spite of strength
and warmth which that strength produce, harmony is excellent, rich, aged
and full wine with expressed piquantly notes in taste and accompanied
with spice flavors in smell.

Wine
Sauvignon Blanc barrique
2007
Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Wine
Chardonnay barrique
2008

0143

Producer
Kronos Ltd.

Wine
Rhine Riesling
2009

Wine

Wine

Flavor is very pleasant and stratified where gentle aromas of dry fruit,
citrus and rich minerals gives feeling of freshness. Expressed notes of
hazelnuts and sweet vanilla makes nice piquancy, while rich flavor of
butter offer fullness and depth. Taste is ripe and full, spicy, and thanks to
well balanced acids very active. It’s pulling over palate very creamy, with
excellent balance and aftertaste.

Wine
Graševina Selected Harvest
2008

16,7
Type
Premium wine,
Baranja region, semi-dry
WHITE 0,75l

75

Wine

0145

Description

% Alc

Producer
Kronos Ltd.

Flavor of black currant mixed with additives of jam from plums and
blueberry are dominated in this smell. It’s very attractive. Taste is also
mostly fruit character, perfectly dosed acids which gives certain dosage of
freshness with rich and aged tannins that contributing to firming and long
standing after taste.

Type
Quality wine,
Baranja region, dry

13

WHITE 0,75l

76

Wine
Refošk Terre Rosse
2005

% Alc

12,5

RED 0,75l

0146

Description

% Alc

Wine

0148

Description

% Alc

Producer
Degrassi Ltd.

Producer
Degrassi Ltd.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Description

The vineyards are located in the area of Petrovija, with the most noticeable
feature being the Istria-specific red soil called “crvenica”. After the grape
mash maceration, lasting for 10 to 12 days, the wine matures in small oak
barrels for about two years, followed by additional 6 months spent in the
bottle. Intense ruby red with violet reflexes. Typical, fruity, with blackberry
notes and a dominant Maraska cherry note. Distinctive sort taste with
noticeable acidity, vegetal and herbal tones and Meditteranean herbs and
spices. Recommendation: typical Istrian cuisine based on meat, Istrian
prosciutto, cold cutts, game, etc.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Malvazija Bomarchese
2010

0147

Producer
Degrassi Ltd.

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon
2007

Wine

Wine

The vineyards are located on the hills of Buje, at 220 to 250 metres above
the sea, at the location of Bomarchese. The ideal micro climate makes it
possible to obtain grapes that retain the appropriate acidity when ripening,
which makes it suitable for obtaining the balance of wine and fruitiness.
Colour is a straw yellow with a greenish reflection and bouquet is fruity,
with a dominant green apple and tender white flowers notes. Dry,
harmonious, elegant taste with a pleasantly bitterish aftertaste of almonds.
Recommendation: Fish other seafood specialities, white meat and etc.

Wine
Terre Bianche Cuvée Blanc
2009

13,5
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Colour: Straw yellow of slightly golden with a greenish reflection
Bouquet: It opens up with a lot of tropical fruit, and afterwards a ripe pich
Taste: Soft, ripe, full, warm and then again offers a certain freshness, easy
to drink
Gastronomic recommendation: White fish, sea food risotto, white meat
with spice herbs or white pepper etc.

12,5

WHITE 0,75l

77

Wine

0149

Producer
Degrassi Ltd.

Description

Vineyard Characteristics: Grapes for the production of San Pellegrin
originate from the typical area for the production of the Muscat of Buje.
By keeping the grape yield at the low level, it is possible to obtain healthy
grapes needed for extention of the ripening and achieving the necessary
concentration of sugar and precious Muscat aroma.
Color : Straw yellow or slightly golden with a greenish reflection
Bouquet : Typical, delicate, fruity with a slight fragrance of pink rose petals
Taste: Smooth, characteristic for Muscat, seductive, harmonious, lasting
Gastronomic recommendation: Dessert wine to enjoy with dry almond or
walnut cookies or even noble soft cheese

Wine
Muškat San Pellegrin
2009
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, semi-sweet

% Alc

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

78

Description

This wine witnesses a centuries long coexistence of man and nature on the
Istrian peninsula. It’s color reminds of wheat fields its aroma is of acacia
and its flavor is refreshing a fruity. The character of this wine provides
it with a special harmony and persistence. This wine will give you a
complete experience of the Istrian climate. It enhances enjoyment in fish
and seafood, pasta (especially with cheese and mushrooms) and all spicy
meats. Malvazija is straw-yellow colored white wine, with greenly glints
and fruity bouquet that feels very refreshing. The taste is harmonic, savory
and steady and the aftertaste is never ending. Simply the most power fool
white wine. Light and fresh in the beginning and strong in the end. It is like
sound without the noise, or speaking without the words. Something that
you ever waiting for.

Wine
Malvazija Prestige
2009

11,7
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

% Alc

14,1

WHITE 0,75l
0150

Description

% Alc

Producer
Veralda Ltd.
Wine
Malvazija Classic
2009

0151

Producer
Veralda Ltd.

WHITE 0,5l or 0,75l

Wine

Wine

Wine

0152

Description

% Alc

Refošk (Teran) is genuine Istrian wine sort with strong character and with
raspberry bouquet. Deep and intense in colour, it is rich in milk acid and
iron. Even Plinius had described its healing characteristics. It is served at
16°C, and goes with venison and especially with Istrian dry ham (prsut).

13,5

Producer
Veralda Ltd.

This wine witnesses a centuries long co-existance of man and nature on
the Istrian peninsula. It’s colour reminds of wheat fields, it’s flavour is of
flowers of acacia, and it’s aroma is refreshing and fruity. The character of
this wine provides it with a special harmony and persistence. It enhances
enjoyment in fish and seafood.

Wine
Teran
2009

13
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

79

Wine

0153

Description

% Alc

Producer
Veralda Ltd.

This wine holds part of history of the hills of Buje, the hills were the grapes
that produce this unique wine is grown , it is nurtured in the cellar of
family Visintin, it has a full body and soft taste evoking a centuries-old
effort intertwined with love . Wild berried aroma and richness of extracts
give it a special fineness and a touch of elegance. It is recommended with
spicy food, especially with red meats and game served with pastry fuzi and
gnocchi.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

13,5
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

% Alc

13

WHITE 0,75l

0154

Description

% Alc

Producer
Veralda Ltd.

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, semi-sweet

Description

A white wine, straw-yellow in colour with green reflections. A fresh and
fruity bouquet (with citrus flavours of grapefruit, lemon + green apple)
with a hint of herbal notes. This wine reached the peak of its maturity and
a rounded texture in 09/2010. A wine with a rich, full body and a slightly
pronounced mineral note. On the palate, its balanced acidity gives a
pleasant freshness. Soft and mild almond bitterness in the aftertaste. A
recognizable varietal and easy to drink.

Wine
Malvazija Ponente
2010

RED 0,75l

Wine
Refošk Rose
2009

0155

Producer
Winery Trapan

Wine
Merlot Riserva
2007

Wine

Wine

Wine

Producer
Winery Trapan

This Rosé is made with Refošk, with a thin skin. It smells like petals of rose.
At the beginning, the wine is very round because of the sugar residues
which give it fat. After, the acidity of the wine takes away the fat. It has a
raspberry bouquet. It makes a dry mouth at the end, and freshness because
of the acidity. This wine can be served with all type of food: it’s an universal
wine, easy to drink and easy to understand.

12

Wine
Malvazija Uroboros
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

0156

Description

A white wine, straw-yellow in colour with green reflections. When poured
into the wine glass (middle glass recommendation, for a young red wine), it
exhibits a layered and intense bouquet: first flower then fruit flavours (ripe
grapefruit), followed after a few seconds by a wine favour with a mild honey
note. An optimal balance between grape variety and wood. A succulent full
body with a long aftertaste. This wine should reach its peak in 6/09 or even
later on. The minerality is mildly moderate. Aging 9 months in barrique,
one month in stainless steel tanks, 80-90 days in magnum bottles.
Pairing with food (recommendations): Istrian prosciutto, grilled fish,
octopus under the bell, slightly matured goat’s cheese, black rice (cooked
in squid ink).
Serving temperature: 15 - 18 °C

% Alc

13,6

ROSE 0,75l

80

81

Wine

0157

Description

% Alc

Wine
Cabernet Sauvignon Nigra
Virgo 2009

An intense ruby red colour with purple tendency. A mild and pleasant
bouquet of wild berries (cherry), plenty spices (black pepper). The tannins
are soft, mature and well balanced. A full mouthfeel, spices, a long and soft
finish.

Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
Syrah Shuluq
2009

13
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, dry

RED 0,75l

Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
ROSE 0,75l

82

Description

% Alc

A full and elegant wine, dark and deep red in colour. An intense bouquet
of cherry, wild berries, traces of strawberries, chocolate and spices. The
tannins are intense, partly mature, with the aging potential and expected
peak within 5 years. A full mouthfeel and a long aftertaste. Excellent
balance between body and aromas. Let the wine aerate (decanting) at least
30 minutes before serving.

14

Description

% Alc

RED 0,75l
0158

Description

% Alc

Wine

0160

Producer
PZ Gospoja

Producer
Winery Trapan
Wine
Rubi Rose Cuvee
2010

0159

Producer
Winery Trapan

Producer
Winery Trapan

Wine

Wine

Syrah (30%), Merlot (30%), Cabernet Sauvignon (10%), Teran (30%)
The wine has intense raspberry-pink shades with amber highlights.
Predominant red fruit (raspberry, red currant) and citrus (red grapefruit)
bouquet, rounded floral notes. By tasting it we feel perfect balance and
freshness, minerality, and the finish is complemented by fresh notes of red
berries.

Wine
Žlahtina Toljanić
2010

13
Type
Premium wine, Croatian
Littoral region, dry

High quality, highly evaluated in London. Until now part of the exports
went to Britain - Oxford and for 12 years we export to EU countries, 3 years
for the American market. It is a fresh wine, alcohol 11, 12%, fruity aroma,
light yellow - golden color, very smooth. Locality: Vrbnicko field - the island
of Krk - the only field where the product zlahtina grows. Autochthonous
species, grows only on the island of Krk in Vrbnik, 700 m from the sea, 100
m above sea level - which is ideal for growing these varieties, and makes it
unique in the world. Limited production each year.

11,5

WHITE 0,75l

83

Wine

0161

Description

% Alc

Producer
Misna Vina Ltd.

The Traminac has a distinctive yellow tint which, when aged, becomes the
colour of old gold, reflecting the golden sun of the southern hillside of the
Dilj mountain. Well-known for its noble bouquet, Traminac encapsulates
the scent of the wild flowers and roses which, when matured in bottles,
becomes redolent of late spring violets. Such richness of bouquet extends
to its taste, which is dry, full-bodied, strong and low in acidity.
This is an ideal wine for socializing with friends and for informal gatherings.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

15,2

RED 0,75l

84

% Alc

13,5

RED 0,75l

0162

Description

% Alc

Wine

0164

Description

% Alc

Jakopić Sauvignon is a wine with an attractive, wealthy and powerful elder
scent that exudes freshness. The flavor is ripe and formed, characterized
by freshness and excellent balance of alcohol and acid. Everything is nicely
concluded and the result is juicy and drinkable wine. A real treat.

14,3

Producer
Winery Jakopić

Producer
Winery Senjković

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Description

Wine thick texture, amost opaqe, reddish-purple with a bluish reflection.
Scent is dominated by aromas of vanilla, caramel and spices, but also rich
with plums and cherries flavors. Taste is also rich with fruitines.
The harmony between the powerfull and elegant wine with good balance
of tannins and pleasant after-taste.

Wine
Bročko Rič
2011
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Wine
Bosso
2010

0163

Producer
Winery Senjković

Wine
Traminac (church wine)
2009

Wine

Wine

It’s a thick texture wine, dark red, nearly purple with a bluish reflection,
and almost opaque.
Elegant plavac with well developed tannins and pleasant acidity and also
prominent, impressive, long lasting scent.
It is the best described by ripe and sweet flavors of plum jam attached with
vanilla and smoke.

Wine
Sauvignon
2009

14
Type
Premium wine,
Zagorje-Međimurje region,
dry
WHITE 0,75l

85

Wine

0165

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Šember

Wine

0167

Description

% Alc

Special wine-growing locations have been chosen precisely for this type
of wine whose grapes give top quality wine. A short maceration on the
epidermis lasts for several days. The fermetation goes on in larger wooden
barrels (from 2000 to 3000 ls). It ripens on fine sediment for ten months.
With such a compex sauvignon we try to reach the connoisseurs who
wxpect more from this type of wine.

14,5

Description

% Alc

A short period of maceration on the epidermis. The fermetation goes on
in barrique barrels. It ripens on sediment for twelve months. The wine
is stored in bottles withouth filtering an the use of SO2, and residue can
appear in the bottle. Real connoisseurs see this as a treat on the holiday
table.

13,9

Producer
Winery Korak

Compact and glossy gold color. The aroma is marked by a very mature
homemade white and yellow stone fruits such as fresh apples and peaches,
apricots, you can find dried figs, honey and a touch of Botrytis hue, traces
of citrus and lemon peel. In the mouth a full flavor, salty, with a nice
acidity, rounded up to the smooth, warming - in the mouth quite lengthy
as it reveals caramel thread.

Wine
Rhine Riesling
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Zagorje-Međimurje region,
dry

13,3

Wine
Sauvignon
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Plešivica region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

WHITE 0,75l

Wine

0166

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Šember
Wine
Pinot Noir
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Zagorje-Međimurje region,
dry

Wine

0168

Producer
Winery Korak

Vivid ruby crystal clear color, the nose is very well defined, complex,
harmonious bouquet is characterized by mixed fruit flavor and floral,
herbal, and spice notes. Fruit segment is marked by raspberries, cherries
(from the compote), then violet, grass aroma (a touch of vanilla, cloves ...).
In the mouth it is warm, salty, slightly bitter, with good acidity, with the
proviso that the acid pacified and well blended.

12,6

Wine
Chardonnay sur lie
2007
Type
Premium wine,
Plešivica region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

RED 0,75l

86

87

Wine

0169

Description

% Alc

Wine

0171

Description

% Alc

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

Producer
Winery Korak

The usual period of maceration is from twelve to fourteen days. It ripens
in barrique barrels from ten to twelve months. The lihgt sediment is mixed
every two weeks, and later once a month. Sulphur dioxide is not used. Wine
is filled withouth filtering, so there is a possibility of some residue appering
in the bottle. In vintages to come we are hoping to achive the top quality
of this type of wine.

Wine
Pinot Noir
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Plešivica region, dry

Wine
Frankovka Kontesa
2009

Frankovka Kontesa is a pleasant wine, full of flavor with the scent of fresh
berries and caramel. Deep in the taste with a subtle taste of vanilla, dark
ruby color with purple reflections, and rounded fine aroma of wood and
soft tannins. An excellent choice with spicy dishes of dark meat and cured
meat dishes and delicacies from large and small game. Serving at 14-16°C

14
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry

13,1

RED 0,75l
RED 0,75l
Wine

0170

Description

% Alc

Producer
Feravino Ltd.
Wine
Graševina Kontesa
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75

88

Wine

0172

Description

% Alc

Chearful, smiling, light, floral and scented. Well structured with
harmonious body… It is a type of wine wide-spread in continental part of
Croatia in Slavonia region. In hot plain this wine absorbs rich aromas and
beautiful scents and in its youth defines pleasant light yellowish shades
which get darker and honey with years. With balanced tastes mildly acid
and rounded. Wine’s aroma of riped grapes provides harmony of wine. It
is served at 8-12 °C with specialties of white meat and freshwater fish - it is
almost irreplaceable in every occasion.

12,6

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

Graševina Kontesa wine is young and fresh wine with a subtle note of
honey which is sufficiently serious to satisfy the palate of experienced wine
connoisseurs. The wine have rich and open scent, and is recognized by its
clear and tender light yellow colour. Its powerful wine, pleasantly bitter
which is typical for the variety Welschriesling - also mineral and dried.
Recommended with the white and blue fish, and pasta.

Wine
Graševina Dika
2009

12,6
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE 0,75

89

Wine

0173

Description

% Alc

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

It is a sort of grape created by cross-breeding of Frankovka and Lovrijenac
in 1932. It found its home in Croatia mostly in Slavonia region and Feravino
is the most significant producer. Zweigelt - rebe is one of top quality red
wines in continental wine-growing regions. Its characteristics are dark
ruby colour with purple gleam, full-bodied bouquet, modest acidity, well
composed tannin, clean and expressive fruity smell. It is vigorous and
drinkable wine you will love. It is served at 12-14 ºC. It goes with meals of
dark meat and venison and spicy Slavonian specialties.

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry

11,8

RED 0,75l

90

Wine
Graševina Miraz
2009

% Alc

13,6

WHITE 0,75l
0174

Description

% Alc

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry

Description

Graševina was grown with special care in vineyard and wine is produced
with special care of bunches and in vineyard. Fermentation is monitored
and temperature is carefully controlled. Wine is marked by crystal bright,
mild yellow-green color. Graševina Miraz 2009 is special as it gives
developed aroma, distinctive smell components and emphasized creamy
and fruity taste. This wine simply flows down the throat and it is easy to
drink. Its bitterness is mild and pleasant, typical for Graševina. Miraz
Graševina is full- bodied wine with full taste. Richness of smell in the
mouth is replaced by richness of taste with warm and creamy ending. Wine
is served at 10°C!
It goes with poultry meals and white meat, dips and pasta. It is a good
choice for sea fish and sea fruit specialties.

Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Frankovka Dika
2008

0175

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

Wine
Zweigelt Dika
2008

Wine

Wine

Wine

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

Full-bodied, scented. Frankovka is considered to originate from Austria,
but was brought to Slavonia region at the end 18th century, became
domesticated on Slavonian hills and found there its new home. It seems
that this area is good for its growing since it breeds well and its tasty and
sweet grapes give wine Frankovka which is considered top quality red wine
in this area of continental Croatia. Rich, natural extracts of ruby red color
tasting like berry fruits demand strong, spicy meals. Pleasant tannin and
combined acids give wine of stable character. It is served at 14-16 °C.

Wine
Zweigelt Miraz
2008

12,6
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 0,75l

0176

Description

Ideal location of vineyards, limited quantities and selected bunches begin
to create Zweigelt Miraz. As vine is growing it soaks the juices of land and
endless strength of sun and turns into sweet fruit juice by miracle of nature.
Zweigelt Miraz wine is full, rounded and unique. It paints the beauty and
diversity of Slavonian area. United and captured in oak barrique barrels it
has pleasant taste filled with taste of zweigelt - fresh red fruit, spices, coffee
and dark chocolate , and sometimes wet soil. It’s characteristics are ruby red
color with purple gleam, clear and thick and intensive and complex body of
extraordinary freshness and minerality. Zweigelt wine is superb creation of
nature and man! Ready to be served it will also deal well with age!
Serving: It is served at 16-18 °C.
Combining with food: It goes well with strong and spicy smoked, red and
grilled meats and specialties from spit. It goes well with hard and semi-hard
cheese.

% Alc

13,5

91

Wine

0177

Description

Miraz Frankovka is rich and powerful wine. It is combination of mutual love between
soil, sun, oak, water, vine and man. Evanescence of time, superior knowledge and
experience created one eternal wine. Frankovka Miraz for present and future. It is
marked by ruby red color with purple gleam, vivid matter, clearness and thickness.
Expressive characteristic smell is accompanied by vanilla, pepper and dark
chocolate. Taste is intensive, long lasting, fine and clean. Combination of wine and
oak gave its best from every side and took what needed the most. This mutual game,
care and peace in barrique barrels gave the wine special charm and attraction. Oak
excellently fits into wine structure and dominates later in taste as mild spice! Wine is
fresh, tannic and tasteful. Ready for now and promising for maturing.
Serving: It is served at 16-18 °C.
Combining with food: It goes well with cold hors-d’oeuvre of smoked meat
(prosciutto ham, smoked ham) and spicy Slavonian meat specialties (“kulen”,
“kulenova seka”, “sausages”), various stews (“fish paprikash”,”čobanac”…), and top
specialties of big and small game and freshwater fish. Excellent with goat and cow’s
cottage cheese, grilled meat, lamb and steak.

Producer
Feravino Ltd.
Wine
Frankovka Miraz
2008
Type
Premium wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 0,75l

A D D IT I O N A L P A C K A G I N G
Wine

0178

Description

% Alc

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
WHITE
1l and bag in box (3l)

92

0179

Description

% Alc

Its characteristics are dark ruby colour with purple gleam, full-bodied
bouquet, modest acidity, well composed tannin, clean and expressive
fruity smell. It is vigorous and drinkable wine you will love. It is served at
12-14ºC.

11,8

Description

% Alc

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

13,5

Wine
Zweigelt
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED
1l or bag in box (3l)

% Alc

Producer
Feravino Ltd.
Wine
Graševina
2009

Wine

Wine

0180

Producer
Feravino Ltd.

Graševina wine is young and fresh wine with a subtle note of honey which is
sufficiently serious to satisfy the palate of experienced wine connoisseurs.
The wine have rich and open scent, and is recognized by its clear and
tender light yellow colour. Its powerful wine, pleasantly bitter which is
typical for the variety Welschriesling - also mineral and dried.

Wine
Frankovka
2009

12,6

Frankovka is a pleasant wine, full of flavor with the scent of fresh berries and
caramel. Deep in the taste with a subtle taste of vanilla, dark ruby color with
purple reflections, and rounded fine aroma of wood and soft tannins.

13,1

Type
Quality wine,
Slavonija region, dry
RED 1l

93

W IN E
Wine

0181

Description

% Alc

The maceration in inox is stopped after five days. The wines ferment on
their lees. The skins and pits are removed. The “blue label” is aged in large
traditional barrels and aged for at least two years before it is released. The
name, Plovac Ploski, derives from the name of the grape variety Plavac
Mali, and the word Plaze, so what it really means is “Plavac from Plaze”:
the fruit comes from Hvar’s famous Plaze on the island’s south face.

Wine
Plavac Ploški
2007
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

15

RED 0,75l

94

Description

% Alc

The character of this wine is determined by a 12-hour cold soak. The wine
ferments and ages in inox tanks to preserve its freshness and aromas. It is
bottled in early spring and is ready to be enjoyed on release. Cesarica is a
blend of white Dalmatian indigenous varieties Maraština and Kuč.

12,1

Description

% Alc

Rose Omiška is consumable red wine, produced a stage family tradition,
honest wine, a mixture of indigenous varieties of Omiš vineyards, nurtured
in oak barrels and bottled in the basement of the family, it boasts a dark
ruby color, sweet aroma, fullness of flavor , all distinct rounded bouquet.

14

WHITE 0,75l

0182

Description

% Alc

Wine

0184

Producer
Mimica - Kuća sretnog
čovjeka

Producer
VINO-HVAR Ltd.

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Wine
Cesarica
2010
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Jubov
2008

0183

Producer
VINO-HVAR Ltd.

Producer
VINO-HVAR Ltd.

Wine

Wine

This red table wine is one of our most recent products. The name Jubo’v
is a nod to our little Ljubo (“Jubo” in dialect), but also hints at the word
“ljubav” (love). It is made from grapes from the island’s north, specifically
the area known as Bonde, surrounding Svirce, our village. These are
terraced vineyards that yield fruit of exceptional quality, but the terroir of
these vineyards, due to their soil composition and microclimate, is very
different from that found on Hvar’s south face.

14,2

Wine
Rose Omiška
2008
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

95

Wine

0185

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Štampar

Aromatic, light and lively wine. Yellow or pale greenish yellow color. The
aroma is very rich and attractive. Beautiful aromas of gooseberry and lime
are dominant, followed by a somewhat lesser admixture of green peppers
and delicate floral tones such as shades of elderflower. The taste is dry, the
seductive freshness with a very mild the rest of unfermented sugar, gently
accented acid, full bodied. Aftertaste is in harmony with nature and the
scents and flavors, sweetness attractive, playful and comfortable acid and
pleasant bitter end.

Type
Quality wine,
Zagorje-Međimurje region,
dry

13,8

RED 0,75l

96

Wine
Plavac
2009

% Alc

13,3

RED 0,75l

0186

Description

% Alc

Producer
Winery Štampar

Type
Quality wine,
Zagorje-Međimurje region,
dry

Description

Plavac is a wine made from selected grapes of the homonymous variety
Plavac. Older vines and better locations of vineyards yield better crops
and guarantee superior quality of wine. Having this in mind, we produced
Plavac, the wine with fascinating harmony of flavours that sets high criteria
for this type of varietal vines.
Colour: dark, ruby, red
Smell: ripe, sweet
Taste: full-bodied, firm
Chilled to 15-16°C, Plavac makes a fine match with variety of meat dishes,
crabs, shells, fish, etc.

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

WHITE 0,75l

Wine
Sveti urban
2009

0187

Producer
Bastijana Ltd.

Wine
Sauvignon
2009

Wine

Wine

Wine

Producer
Bastijana Ltd.

Lively and juicy wine, fruity character, with pronounced spicy notes.
Beautiful and deep dark red with purple reflections. The aroma is layered.
Interwoven herbal notes like fern with a touch of ripe cherries and dark
chocolate - with mild dose of smoke. The taste is very lively and delicious,
with toasted bitter aftertaste. Acid slightly marked, present a nice fruitiness
and persistent, pleasantly bitter finish. Cabernet Sauvignon and Gamay.

12,5

Wine
Plavac Mali barrique
2007
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

0188

Description

After the Ancient Greeks and Romans who used amphorae for wine storage and
transport, barrels became a widespread means of wine storing, and became
crucial for maturing of wine. Barrels have a twofold function in winemaking;
they accelerate wine aging, and add a distinctive wood flavour and bouquet.
Fine making and maturing in oak barrels give the wine Plavac Mali (barrique++)
its highly noble bouquet and make a great complement to an already strong
flavour of the variety Plavac Mali.
Smell: harmony of aroma of the variety Plavac Mali and charred oak
Taste: ripe, potent, full-bodied, noble.
Its character will be best appreciated if served chilled to 18-20°C
Plavac Mali (barrique++) makes a first-rate match with spicier dishes, roasted
meat or fish, and especially with Dalmatian culinary specialities such as brudet
(a type of fish broth), pašticada (stewed beef served in Dalmatian gravy sauce),
game, etc.

% Alc

14,3
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Wine

0189

Producer
Bastijana Ltd.
Wine
Caplar
2008
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

Wine

Producer
Bastijana Ltd.
Wine
Prošek Hektorovich
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region
SWEET DESSERT WINE
0,5l
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0190

Description

% Alc

0191

Description

% Alc

Ruby color, discreetly expressed distinctive aroma that characterizes the
eponymous variety and makes it special and distinctive. Aroma celebrated
berry fruit flavors with distinctive characteristics of blueberries, cherries
and plums. Characterized by roundness, drinkability and astringency,
which gives him a special recognizable feature.

12,6

Description

% Alc

Postup is very full and powerful wine, dark blue color that overflows in
ruby-red - recognized aroma of Plavac Mali variety conglomerate with
fruity notes of which most emphasizes the taste of cherries. Rich flavor
with a light astringency that reduces discrete sugar content. Fullness,
completeness and harmony – main features of the bouquet.

14,4

Producer
PZ Potomje

Caplar is a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Plavac Mali. Cabernet Sauvignon
grows on Pakleni islands and Plavac Mali grows on the southern slopes of the
island Hvar. They are blended in proportion 50:50.
Name CaPlaR comes from the first few letters of both grape varieties, and R
means Registered.
Cabernet Sauvignon and Plavac Mali are separately fermented, than joined, put
in barrique barrel (light toasted) for six month, so the oak had no enough time
to take domination. Profile of aromas is wide, it is spread from typical smell of
soil, plum and dark fruits to a pallet of fruity aromas, the wine is more open and
complex, but it has kept the characteristics of Plavac Mali.
Cabernet sauvignon is a grape that can collect more acids than Plavac Mali (so
the potential of keeping the wine is increased also), so that´s why Caplar is more
fresh then typical red wine, more elegant, balanced. You can feel the difference.

14,5

Description

% Alc

Prošek is an authentic Croatian dessert wine, made using dried grapes of
the finest indigenous Dalmatian varieties. Although it often gets mixed
up with Prosecco, Italian sparkling wine, Prošek comes from the coastal
region of Dalmatia, which is still the only place where it is made.
Prošek Hectorovich was named after Petar Hektorović, a great poet,
hedonist and nobleman who came from the island Hvar.
Grape varieties: Bogdanuša, Maraština, Prč (autochthons Croatian sorts)
Colour: golden brown
Smell: harmony of ripe varietal aroma and dried grapes
Taste: sweet, beautifully balanced, complex, rich, seductive

Wine

Wine
Radović Plavac
2010
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

Wine

0192

Producer
PZ Potomje
Wine
Radović Postup
2008

16
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l
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Wine

0193

Description

% Alc

Wine

0195

Description

% Alc

Pelješac wine produced from the indigenous sort Plavac Mali - ruby color,
distinct soft and pleasant aroma, sweetish taste that comes from the
residue of unfermented sugar. We serve it at a temperature of 18°C with a
grilled fish, rabbit dishes or Pelješac musk ox.

11,5-12,5

Description

% Alc

Producer
Dingač Winery

Producer
PZ Potomje

Dingač is extremely fiery wine, burgundy living ruby color with purple
reflections. He has a distinct rich aroma with a pleasant astringency. The
flavor is determined with the aroma that characterizes Plavac Mali variety,
dominated by a fruity note of where we can discover the flavors of cherry
fruit, plums and apricots, and can recognize the nuances of another flavor
- fresh red fruits. Small remnant of the non-fermented sugar relieves the
astringency and forms a distinctive, soft and harmonious flavor. Noise is
characterized by its richness and homogeneity which emphasis the body
of wine.

Wine
Radović Dingač
2009
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l

Wine
Pelješac
2010

14,6
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region,
semi-dry
RED 0,75l

Wine

0194

Description

% Alc

Producer
Dingač Winery
Wine
Plavac
2010
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
RED 0,75l
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Wine

0196

Producer
Dingač Winery

Out of the indigenous Plavac Mali grape, among other famous wines from
Dingač Winery, we present Plavac, the wine that represents richness and
expressiveness of the Pelješac peninsula.
Choose the joy in the glass; choose to be unique and inimitable!
Plavac Dingač 2010 has a dark ruby red colour, rich varietal aroma and
harmonious flavour with a faint note of tartness. Chilled to about 18°C, this
full-bodied wine pairs very well with seafood dishes or roasted red meats.

12,8

Wine
Postup
2008
Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

This is the second protected premium wine from Dingač Winery. Postup is
a high quality, dark ruby color wine, with full and harmonious flavor with
a touch of acidity.
The uniqueness of this wine is the mirror of your personality!

14,7

RED 0,75l
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Wine

0197

Description

% Alc

Producer
Dingač Winery

Wine of harmonious and rare elegance, simple modesty, ruby - red color,
distinctive and fine bouquet with delicate pronounced flavor of Plavac
Mali.
Enjoy the elegance of the emperor among Croatian wines and dare to
dream!

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

15,6

RED 0,75l
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% Alc

12,5

WHITE 0,75l

0198

Description

% Alc

Producer
Terra Rota Ltd.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Description

Vineyards are situated on 250 m altitude, where the continental clima is
connected with the mediteranean. Maceration takes place at the marc of
up to 24 hours.Maturation of wine is in barrels of stainless steel. Nice shade
of yellow-green color, pleasant flower - fruit flavorings. Full and strong taste
with gently substance acids. Serving temperature: 12-13°C. Gastronomic
recommendations: white and blue fish, seafood and specialties from the
white meat, cheese.

Wine
Malvazija
2010
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

RED 0,75l

Wine
Plavac Rota Standard
2008

0199

Producer
Winery Pilato

Wine
Dingač
2008

Wine

Wine

Wine

Producer
Capo Ltd.

Rota Standard wine is cultivated in barrique barrels and aged for at least
six months in the bottle, the wine which nobility of wood interlaced with
exceptional and unique rich aroma and flavor of Plavac Mali variety.
Discover the treasure of Plavac Mali!

Wine
Capo Malvazija
2009

14,5
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

0200

Description

This wine is characterized by a typical Istrian Malvasia color of golden hay with
atypical amber glints. At an angle you can discern the bronze-golden shades happily
playing on the edges of the glass. The color already tells us this wine is a special one.
The characteristic and nice aroma given by terra rossa is enriched with the note
of citrus fruits and the smell of acacia, making the overall scent very complex. The
wine is tasty, balanced and permanent, with a strong flavor. It absorbs strength and
potency from the surrounding region situated on the south-western slopes beneath
Brtonigla, a small town dating from the Middle Ages, where vineyards leisurely bathe
in the sun during the whole day.
This wine is an ideal partner to various pastas and risottos. Due to its creaminess,
homemade tagliatelle with black truffles (Tuber Melanosporum) would be an ideal
partner to Malvasia. Risotto with St. Jacques clams and wild asparagus would also
perfectly go with such a wine. White meat lovers, especially ones who favor turkey
meat, would not stay empty-handed if they decided to combine such a dish with
Malvasia.

% Alc

14,4
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Wine

0201

Description

This wine is characterized by a nice mixture of green and yellow colors
with lighter shades easily visible on the edges. The wine is crystal clear.
This quality is emphasized by wines’ dense drops while they are slowly
descending the glass. The smell is a typical one for this type of aromatic
wine. It has a nice, rich and distinctive aroma with a hint of fresh white
fruits, rose petals and honey. While tasting it we can feel that the wine is
warm, half dry and has a long-lasting and distinctive flavor. The wine has a
full body and a very pleasant, relaxing taste.
This Yellow Muscat fits perfectly with a fruit crostata or a cheese cake. In
general, it is better to combine this wine with less sweet desserts. It can also
be served as an aperitif wine or it can make a good companion to a rich
cheese platter or foie gras.

Producer
Capo Ltd.
Wine
Capo Muškat Žuti
2009
Type
Premium wine,
Istra region, semi-dry
WHITE 0,5l

% Alc

Wine

0203

Description

% Alc

Easily recognizable characteristic of this wine is very pronounced aroma
and bouquet typical for this variety. Sunny vineyard slopes facing the
Danube river gives grapes a specific area seal. Grown in wooden barrels it
has a strong identity of the variety and soil.

12,9

Description

% Alc

Wine made from grapes of the same name from selected location of our own
vineyards along the Danube river. It is recognizable, refined and smooth
wine with deep red color. Main characteristic of this wine is pleasant and
intense aroma of cherries and ripe red fruits. Wooden Slavonian oak barrel
give him a specific harmony of all its components.

12,5

Producer
Erdutski vinogradi Ltd.
Wine
Traminac Mirisavi
2008

13,6
Type
Quality wine,
Dunabe (Erdut) region, dry
WHITE 0,75l

Wine

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Erdutski vinogradi Ltd.

Producer
Erdutski vinogradi Ltd.

Wine
Graševina
2010

Wine
Zweigelt
2009

Type
Quality wine,
Dunabe (Erdut) region, dry
WHITE 0,75l
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0202

This quality wine is made of grapes from our own vineyards surrounded by
the Danube river. It has a crystal clear yellow-green color. Grown with love
in Slavonian oak wooden barrel, it has a floral and fruity, pleasant bouquet.
This wines main characteristic is fullness, roundness and harmony.

12,2
Type
Quality wine,
Dunabe (Erdut) region, dry

0204

RED 0,75l
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Wine

0205

Description

% Alc

Producer
Erdutski vinogradi Ltd.

This is a very serious wine with a deep, ruby red color. It has a very complex
fruity aromas like cooked berries, plums, marmalade mixed with aromas
like black pepper, wood, and leather. It is a respectable full body wine, with
soft and ripe tannins.

Type
Premium wine,
Dunabe (Erdut) region, dry

Wine
Pošip
2009

13,1
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

RED 0,75l
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0206

Description

% Alc

Wine

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc.

Wine
Pošip
2009

Wine
Plavac Blato
2008

WHITE 0,75l

Description

% Alc

Pošip a quality dry white wine produced from a native grape of the same
name of Korčula vineyard. With its 12-14% of alcohol, originality, unique
bouquet, and greenish yellow color Pošip is the softest of all the white
wines of the south - crystal clear, with a recognizable aroma, and above
all, a harmonious taste. Pošip reveals its true charms at 12°C, with a meal
of fish or seashells.

12-14

Description

% Alc

Plavac Blato is an outstanding wine produced from the grape variety
known as Plavac Mali that grows on terraces and the sloping edges of the
fields. Because of the specific conditions in the central portions of the
island Korčula, this type of Plavac is different from other Plavac varieties of
the southern Dalmatia. From the poor and cracked soil baked by the sun
in the unique conditions of this micro-climate the wines take last drops of
water, moisturizing the already dried grapes. Plavac Blato is full of fiery,
rub red color and characteristic aroma of the Plavac of this region.

13,5

WHITE 0,75l

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc.

Type
Premium wine, dry, Middle
and South Dalmatia region

0207

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc.

Wine
Merlot
2009

Wine

Wine

Pošip is an exquisite, dry white wine, which lures not only with its originality
but also with unique flavor, greenish-yellow color, and its crystal - like
clarity. Pošip is produced from the variety of grape indigenous to the winegrowing hills of the island Korčula. Pošip reveals its true charms at 12°C,
with a meal of fish or seashells.

13,9
Type
Premium wine, dry, Middle
and South Dalmatia region

0208

WHITE 0,75l
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Wine

0209

Description

% Alc

Wine

0211

Description

% Alc

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc.

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc.
Wine
Plavac Blato
2008

Plavac Blato is a quality dry red wine, of controlled origin from Korčula
region. It is derived from the grape variety known as Plavac Mali which has
been grown for centuries around Blato, and which is deservedly the king
of grape varieties in this region. Plavac Blato has a clear ruby red color. Its
fragrance is pleasant and sumptuous, with a characteristic light tartness.
It is the ideal partner for sharp cheeses, dark - flesh fish and wild game.

Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry

Wine
Prošek Dalmatia
Mediteraneo

12-13

Prošek is a dessert wine and original Croatian product.

Type
Premium wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region,
sweet

16

DESSERT WINE
0,375l or 0,75l

WHITE 0,75l
Wine

0210

Description

% Alc

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc.
Wine
Korčulanka
2009
Type
Quality wine, Middle and
South Dalmatia region, dry
WHITE 0,75l
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Product

Producer
Bačvarija Tofrado

Korčulanka is a quality white wine, of controlled origin from the Korčula
region. It is made from the Cetinka variety, it is very drinkable and
attractive wine with an unobtrusive and pleasant aroma. Chilled to 11°C
it goes extremely well with Dalmatian specialties like brudet (fish stew),
other fish and selfish dishes, and vegetable and pastas.

Product
Barrique barrel

12-13
Type
Barrique barrels
from Slavonian oak,
Slavonija region

0212

Description

Oak barrels are the key to the secret of various wine flavours and scents.
In barrel production we choose the best samples of the Sessile Oak more
than 120 years old and growing above 250 m height above sea-level. The
Slavonian Quercus petraea is a noble wood known throughout the world
from ancient times. A connoisseur will recognize the role of the Slavonian
Sessile Oak enriching the wine with the flavours of almonds, hazelnuts,
vanilla, cinnamon, caramels and more than 150 flavours of top noble
Tofrado barrique. We are proud of winemakers who achieved fabulous
results and won many global awards with the help of our barrels. Barrique
wine barrels are made in volumes ranging between 225 and 500 liters.

225l, 500l
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Wine

0213

Description

% Alc

Wine

0215

Description

% Alc

Five recommended grape varieties Chardonnay, Riesling, Pinot Gris,
Pinot Blanc and Traminer, have merged in this cuvee of delicious, almost
liqueurish aromas and flavours, sweet nutmeg and ginger aromas,
with gently accentuated alcohol and freshness, give that dessert wine
drinkability that lift the spirit.

13,1

Description

% Alc

Golden-yellow colour of overripe dried Chardonnay berries pours into
sweet, rich, flavourful structure of carob, bananas, honeyed, chestnut …
heralding, long-lasting pleasure, deeply rounded flavours of dried fruit and
vanilla that pervade taste buds with feeling of bliss.

12,5

Producer
Bodren Ltd.

Producer
Bilini winery

100% Malvasia, carefully selected in the vineyards with controlled growing
conditions. The colour is typical for Malvasia, straw-yellow colour with
greenish-golden hues of disks, very fluid, crystal clear. Wine fragrance is
intensive, lasting, with floral-fruit fragrance spectrum.
LUTEA is a dry white wine with no residual sugar, warm and soft, partly
fresh and very delicious because of the appropriate levels of minerals in red
soil. LUTEA is in the category of wines that most consumers like because of
its great and wide enogastronomic value. Serve at temperature of 10-12 °C

Wine
Lutea
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry

Wine
Bodren Beerenauslese
2009

12,3

Type
Premium wine,
Hrvatsko Zagorje region,
sweet

WHITE 0,75l
WHITE 0,25l

Wine

Producer
Bilini winery
Wine
Rubrum
2009
Type
Quality wine,
Istra region, dry
RED 0,75l

0214

Description

Cuvee: 70% Merlot and 30% Teran.
It has ruby-garnet colour with red-purple discs, enviable degree of clarity,
a very fluid feel. The fragrance is dominated by the fruitiness reminiscent
of dark berry fruit of currants, raspberry and blackberry, spicy notes
of green pepper and cloves, it is very complex. The taste is warm, with
medium alcohol level, full, harmonious, fresh, with velour tannins, very
durable, well balanced. We emphasize RUBRUM as a wine that will refresh
the soul and nourish the body. The wine is ready for consumption, with
the possibility to lie in a bottle for a long time. Serve at room temperature
18-22 °C

% Alc

Wine

0216

Producer
Bodren Ltd.

12,3

Wine
Chardonnay
Trockenberrenauslesse
2009
Type
Premium wine,
Hrvatsko Zagorje region,
sweet
WHITE 0,25l
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Wine

0217

Description

% Alc

EXTRA
Product

0219

Description

% Alc

Cherry Maraska is endemic sort in Dalmatian region and provides a unique
quality. Special qualities of this extra ordinary cherries were observed even
in ancient times, so sophisticated liqueur maraska initially considered as
an elixir, a recipe of this delicious refreshment and enjoyment inherited
and carefully preserved traditions of many families. The knowledge about
how to prepare local alcoholic drinks are often kept as family secrets, and
this liquor is made by a recipe which was first recorded “Grandma Dome”
into a family that cultivated cherry MARASKA, since the 1714. year.

23,5

Producer
Mimica - Kuća sretnog
čovjeka

Producer
Bodren Ltd.
Wine
Cuvee Chateu Bezanec
Icewine
2008

Riesling and Pinot Gris in this elegantly balanced composition are bound
miraculously illuminated triptych . A sensation of roundness could be also
perceived individually in distinctive varietal aromas. Rich golden colour
with greenish and contrasting amber highlights. An alluring lemony note is
well balanced against the basket full of sweet nuts with hints of chamomile
and elder, while the lingering finish is harmoniously persistent with.

Type
Premium wine,
Hrvatsko Zagorje region,
sweet

Product
Višnjak Omiški 2008

12,7

Type
Premium liquer, Middle
and South Dalmatia region
FRUIT LIQUER 0,5l

WHITE 0,25l

Wine

0218

Description

% Alc

Type
Premium wine,
Hrvatsko Zagorje region,
sweet

Product

0220

Description

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc

Producer
Bodren Ltd.
Wine
Bodren Icewine
2009

EXTRA

A renaissance of new age flavours, floating above the waterfall of hot
chocolate. This complex, full bodied ice wine is pervaded by flavours of
vanilla, cherry chocolates, chestnut, papaya..., lingering into wine legend.
A mouth-filling, hedonistic sensation, which lasts and lasts...

Product
Wine vinegar

7,6

Type
Eco product, Middle and
South Dalmatia region

Kvasina is produced in traditional Dalmatian manner. It is irreplaceable in
salads with virgin olive oil and in pickled vegetables.

1l
0,25l
(Kvasina
Vinegra)

WHITE 0,25l
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EXTRA
Oil

EXTRA

Description

Oil

Producer
Uljara Bilaja & B.N.

Producer
Blato1902 Jsc
Oil
Olive oil Marko Polo

Oil
Benedicta Terra Dalmatia

Type
Extra virgin olive oil,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

114

Description

Type
Extra virgin olive oil,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

Marko Polo, the extra virgin olive oil from the island of Korčula, is produced
directly from the olive fruit using mechanical procedures exclusively. It is
made from keenly selected olive varieties of the western part of the island;
Latovka, Drobnica and Oblica combined in ratio the results of which are
exceptional scent, taste and colour. The ideal ratio of the said varieties, as
well as the ripeness of the fruit, and the methods of harvest and storage,
provide this oil with a full flavor, and distinguished essence and an
intensive gold-greenish coloring. The specificities of the extra virgin olive
oil Marko Polo are the following: an intense fruity flavor, a mild piquancy
and moderate bitterness. The largest part of the oil is made from Lastovka,
a variety rich with polyphenols, which are known a natural antioxidants,
which assures the safeguarding of the oil from auto oxidant process, i.e.
accelerated aging and putrefying. The extra virgin olive oil Marko Polo is
also exceptionally valuable as health - wise. It is most efficient in cases of
cardiovascular diseases, cholesterol in the bloodstream or the alimentary
canal, liver problems, bone mineralization and many other medical
diagnoses.

0221
0,25l
0222
0,5l
0223
1l

The millennial bond between man and the sacred olive tree, along with the
tradition, love and our constant striving for perfection have been blended
into the “golden drop” of Benedicta terra Dalmatia oil. Middle Dalmatia is
one of the rare regions where such harmony of sun, sea, stone and man can
be found. Here, the olive is the queen of karst, the familiy saviour. Our oil
mills “Bilaja” and “B.N.” with capacity of 300tpd and state-of-the-art cold
oil press technology, produce supreme quality oil for you.

0224
0,25l
0225
0,50l
0226
0,75l
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EXTRA
Oil

EXTRA

Description

Oil

Description

Producer
Uljara Božić - Svirče Ltd.

Producer
Uljara Božić - Svirče Ltd.

Oil
Oblica, Leccino, Levatinka
and Selection Božić

Oil
Potok olive oil
Type
Extra virgin olive oil,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region
(island Hvar),
regular line

Type
Extra virgin olive oil,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region
(island Hvar),
premium line
*available also in commercial
line for restaurants and
shopping malls

OBLICA (Cylinder) - is distinguished by prominent scent and taste of olives,
slightly bitter and piquant, and clear sweetness. It is recommended with
sa1ads, boiled vegetables, fish and medium matured cheese.

OBLICA (Cylinder) - is distinguished by prominent scent and taste of
olives, slightly bitter and piquant, and clear sweetness. It is recommended
with sa1ads, boiled vegetables, fish and medium matured cheese.
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0227
0,50l
0228
0,75l

LECCINO - is harmonious oil of outstanding quality, with intense fresh scent
of olives and fruit flavour. Excellent match to marinated tuna, fried fish and
matured cheese.
LEVATINKA- is oil of slightly bitter and piquant taste, ideal for use in
Mediterranean cuisine.
SELECTION BOŽIĆ - a combination of several varieties gives this oil fruit
flavour in which prevails artichoke’s fragrance, slight1y bitter and piquant.
It is recommended with white fish, lamb and veal’s meat under a baking lid.

0229
0,1l
0230
0,375l
0231
0,5l
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EXTRA
Oil

Description

Producer
Agrolaguna Jsc.

Description

Oil
Olive oil TORKUL
Type
Extra virgin olive oil,
Middle and South Dalmatia
region (island Korčula)

Type
Extra virgin olive oil, Istra
region
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Oil

Producer
Fanito Ltd.

Oil
Olive oil OL Istria, organic
olive oil OL Istria and single
variety olive oils

0232 Olive oil OL Istria
250 ml
0233 Olive oil OL Istria
500 ml
0234 Olive oil OL Istria
750 ml
0235 Organic olive oil OL Istria
250 ml
0236 Organic olive oil OL Istria
500 ml
0237 Ascolana - single sort olive oil OL Istria
250 ml
0238 Picholine - single sort olive oil OL Istria
250 ml
0239 Pendolino - single sort olive oil OL Istria
250 ml

EXTRA

The specific features of the extra virgin olive oil from environmentally
friendly cultivation originate already in the olive grove where the olives are
not being treated with any chemicals and after the processing the oil is not
filtered which provides it with a special, characteristic taste.
Ascolana
Wth the piquancy and bitterness evenly spread, this variety provides an
outstandingly harmonious oil recognizable for the intense fruity scent of
ripe tomatoes and ripe apples. This harmonious oil matches well with
soups, fish, red meat, various pasta dishes with vegetables. An excellent
dessert to be recommended is curd or fresh cheese in an emulsion of
honey and this oil or chocolate mousse with Ascolana topping.
Pendolino
Harmonious, light and fresh oil of outstanding quality, slightly bitter and
piquant. Excellent match to cream soups, accentuates the taste of venison
and beefsteak.
Picholine
Provides dark oil gaining excellent quality with age, markedly piquant in
flavor with a scent of green olive fruits. To be served with strong dishes like
grilled meat or spicy meals.

TORKUL, the liquid gold of the Mediterranean. The Torkul olive oil, a
top class product from our own production, is the first protected olive oil
bearing a mark of authenticity in the Republic of Croatia. The TORKUL is an
extra quality virgin olive oil (the content of free fatty acids is less than 0.8%
according to the Croatian and EU standard), produced through a physical
processing of fresh, manually picked indigenous sorts of olives: Lastovka
(70%) and Drobnica (30%), from Vela Luka olive groves, from a place known
for centuries-old tradition of producing the top quality olive oil. By due
picking and processing in the same day, a very low content of free fatty acids
is accomplished, of approximately 0.15-0.20%, which is much lower than the
permitted values in the extra quality class.

0240
0,25l
0241
0,5l
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EXTRA
Oil

EXTRA

Description

Product

Producer
PZ Marina

Producer
PZ Marina

Product
Green olive with stone
(Oblica sort) & Black olive
with stone

Oil
PZ Marina olive oil
Type
Extra virgin olive oil,
Middle and south
Dalmatia region

Type
Green olive with stone,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

Extra virgin olive oil packed in glass bottles of 0.25l, 0,50l, 0,75l and 1 liter.
Also available in 5 liter metal tins. Extra virgin olive oil, first cold pressed,
handpicked, moderate sharpness, mild bitterness, fruity flavour.
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Description

0242
0,25l

0245
200g

0243
0,5l

0246
300g

0244
0,75l

0247
1420g
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EXTRA
Oil

Description

EXTRA
Oil

Description

Producer
Grbić Ltd.

Producer
Grbić Ltd.

Product
Salty pumpkin seeds

Oil
Pumpkin seed oil
Type
Pumpkin seed oil,
Slavonija region

0248 Virgin pumpkin seed oil
0,25l, 0,5l
0249 Pumpkin seed oil (for regular use)
0,25l, 0,5l

Pumpkin seed oil is considered the essence of vitality, it is delicious and
fragrant. It contains an abundance of wholesome ingredients: a lot of
unsaturated fatty acids, large amounts of minerals, especially potassium,
which is salicylic acid which prevents blood clotting, high percentage of
carotine, vitamin E, phosphorus which lowers the level of cholesterol in
blood, prostatine which helps men with prostate problems, lecithin which
is a natural emulsifier and dissolves the hardening of arteries, improves
virility.
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0250
0,10kg
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Product

EXTRA

Description

Product

Producer
Mattina Croatica

Producer
Mattina Croatica
Product
Dalmatinska tapenada

Product
Pesto Dalmatino

Type
Autochthon product
from island Brač,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

Type
Autochthon product
from island Brač,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

Paste of green/black olives,salted sardels, sun dried tomato, basilico,
capers, dalmtian spices and extra virgin olive oil fully aromatic
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Description

0251
210g

Paste of sundried tomato, almonds, Parmezan cheese, basilico,
capers, olive oil

0252
210g
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Description

Producer
Mattina Croatica

EXTRA
Product

Description

Producer
Mattina Croatica

Product
Pesto

Product
Ljutika
Type
Autochthon product
from island Brač,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

Type
Autochthon product
from island Brač,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

0253 Bročki pesto
210g
0254 Pesto of prosciutto
210g

Bročki pesto - Paste of green olives,carob,almonds,olive oil
Pesto of prosciutto - Paste of green olives and Dalmatian prosciutto,
olive oil
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Chalot in wine winegar

0255
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Description

Jam

Description

Producer
Bitter Orange Ltd.

Producer
Mattina Croatica

Jam
OH jams & diabetic jams
(lemon, bitter orange,
raspberry, brambleberry,
blueberry)

Product
Pasta celery and parsley
Type
Autochthon product from
island Brač, Middle and
South Dalmatia region

Type
EKO jams from island Vis,
Middle and South
Dalmatia region

0257 OH jam
200g, 25g
0258 diabetic jam
200g, 25g
Jam

Jam

0256
Celery root, parsley root, celery and parsley leaf, garlic, almonds,
Dalmatian spices, extra virgin olive oil and salt.
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250g

All of the fruits used to produce a jam is natural and without additives. We
can offer as follows: CHERRY, GRAPEFRUIT, BITTER ORANGE, LEMON,
RED WINE GRAPES, RASPBERRY, BRAMBLEBERRY, BLUEBERRY. We
can also offer the 25g jar ideal for restaurants and hotels as well as for the
souvenirs. If you choose a jam without sugar you can get a diabetic jam
produced with fructose instead of sugar.
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EXTRA
Product

Producer
Intermims Ltd.
Product
Marinada red rodeo
peppers filled with cheese
& Marinada delicacy
vegetables mixture
Type
Slavonija region,
handmade

0259 Marinada red rodeo peppers filled with
cheese (handmade)
Glass jar, 370ml
Jam
0260 Marinada delicacy vegetables mixture
Glass jar, 370ml

Description

EXTRA
Cheese

Description

Producer
Sirana Gligora
Product
Paški sir Gligora
(approximate weight
2,50kg)
Type
Handmade cheese,
Middle and South Dalmatia
(island Pag)

Jam

A hard artisan ewes milk cheese made exclusively from Pag sheep
milk. Seasonal production from Jan to July, made 100% exclusively
from Pag sheep milk. Golden yellow marble like surface, full bodied
and complex creamy flavour with a long finish.
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0261
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EXTRA
Cheese

Cheese

Producer
Sirana Gligora

Producer
Sirana Gligora

Product
Žigljen Gligora
(approximate weight
2,50 kg)

Product
Kozlar Gligora
(approximate weight
1,80 kg)

Type
Handmade cheese,
Middle and South Dalmatia
(island Pag)

Type
Handmade cheese,
Middle and South Dalmatia
(island Pag)

Jam

Jam

A hard type cheese made from an infusion of sheep and cow milk.
Delicate infusion of sheep and cow milk. The complex strong flavour
and unique aroma is followed by a slightly spicy finish.
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Description

0262

Description

Semi-hard goat milk cheese from the Dalmatian region. Sourced
from the traditional farming villages in the straights of Kotar, Kozlar
is a perfectly balanced creamy and smooth goat milk cheese with
undertones of citrus.

0263
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EXTRA

Description

Cheese

Producer
Sirana Gligora

Producer
Mljekara Euro-milk Ltd.

Product
Kolan Gligora
(approximate 1,80 kg)

Product
Dragec Dried Cheese (450g)

Type
Handmade cheese,
Middle and South Dalmatia
(island Pag)

Type
Handmade,
North Croatia region

Jam

Jam

Hard type cheese made from cow milk from the Dalmatian region.
Made exclusively from Dalmatian cow milk, this cheese has a mild
and creamy flavor.
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Description

0264

Semi-hard fatty dried cow cheese with not less than 45% of milkfat in
dry matter. Ingredients: pasteurized milk, dairy culture, rennet, salt.
DRAGEC dried cheese is a traditional product of northern Croatia.
It is made from high-quality milk bought off in the area of the Zagreb
County.

0265
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EXTRA

Description

Cheese

Producer
Mljekara Euro-milk Ltd.

Producer
Mljekara Euro-milk Ltd.

Product
Dragec Dried Cheese
with red paprika (450g)

Product
Dragec Dried Cheese with
green pepper (450g)
Type
Handmade,
North Croatia region

Type
Handmade,
North Croatia region

Jam

Jam

Semi-hard fatty dried cow cheese with green pepper with not less
than 45% of milkfat in dry matter. Ingredients: pasteurized milk, diary
culture, rennet, salt, green pepper 0,8 %.
DRAGEC dried cheese with green pepper is a traditional product of
northern Croatia. It is produced from high-quality milk bought off in
the area of the Zagreb County.
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Description

0266

Semi-hard dried cow cheese with red paprika with not less than 45%
of milkfat in dry matter. Ingredients: pasteurized milk, diary culture,
rennet, salt, red sweet paprika 0,3 %, red hot paprika 0,3 %.
DRAGEC dried cheese with red paprika is a traditional product of
northern Croatia. It is produced from high-quality milk bought off in
the area of the Zagreb County.

0267
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EXTRA
Cheese

EXTRA

Description

Cheese

Producer
Mljekara Euro-milk Ltd.

Producer
Mljekara Euro-milk Ltd.

Product
Dragec Smoked Cheese
(450g)

Product
Dragec Dried Cheese
with garlic (450g)
Type
Handmade,
North Croatia region

Type
Handmade,
North Croatia region

Jam

Jam

Semi-hard fatty dried cheese with garlic with not less than 45% of
milkfat in dry matter. Ingredients: pasteurized milk, dairy culture,
rennet, salt, garlic 1,2 %. Smoked with natural smoke.
DRAGEC dried cheese with garlic is a traditional product of northern
Croatia. It is made from high-quality milk bought off in the area of the
Zagreb County.
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Description

0268

Semi-hard fatty smoked cow cheese with not less than 45% of milkfat
in dry matter. Ingredients: pasteurized milk, dairy culture, rennet,
salt. Smoked with natural smoke.
DRAGEC smoked cheese is a traditional product of northern Croatia.
It is made from high-quality milk bought off in the area of the Zagreb
County.

0269
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Description

Product

Producer
Smjeli Ltd.

Producer
OPG Matijević
Product
Kulen

Product
Dalmatian prosciutto and
Roko prosciutto (deboned)

Type
Traditional handmade
product (approximate
weight 1 kg), Baranja region

Type
Traditional handmade
product, Middle and South
Dalmatia region

Jam

Jam
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Description

Kulen is a traditional cured salami made exclusively in the Pannonian
region (eastern Croatia, northern Serbia, southern Hungary). It is
made of 1st grade pig meat (ham) from pigs that are at least one year
old. In addition to meat - which makes 90% of the product - fat and
spices are added. The most important spice is red paprika, which
gives the Kulen it’s distinctive color and aroma. The ingredients are
mixed and filled into the pigs appendix, which renders the Kulen its
famous shape. The Kulen is then cold smoked and dried. The drying
and curing process lasts for at least six months, before the product
is ready to be served. The Kulen is being made throughout many
generations in the Matijević family, keeping the traditional recipe and
putting much detail in all the stages of the production.

0271
Dalmatian
prosciutto

0270

0272
Roko
prosciutto
(deboned)
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Description

Producer
Mardešić Ltd.
Producer
Zigante Tartufi Ltd.
Product
Sardines
Product
Truffles

Type
Adriatic sardines, Middle
and South Dalmatia region

Type
Traditional Istrian product

0273 Tartufata
80g, 130g, 180g, 500g
0274 Truffles with boletus
80g, 130g, 180g
0275 Truffles with champignons
80g, 130g, 180g , 500g
Jamwith olives
0276 Truffles
80g, 130g
0277 Tartufeta
500g
0278 Black Truffles minced
30g, 90g
0279 Black truffles chopped
30g, 90g
0280 White truffles minced
30g, 90g
0281 Whole white truffles
12g, 20g, 40g
0282 Whole black truffles
25g, 50g
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The season of the white truffle starts in October and lasts until the
end of January. The season of the black truffle starts in May and lasts
until November.
The white truffle (Tuber Magnatum Pico) is the largest and the most
precious sort of truffles. Its colour ranges from yellow-brown to green
or grey-green.
The black truffle (Tuber Aestivium Vitt) , also known as the ‘summer
truffle’, is brown to black in colour, while its size varies from the size
of a cherry to the size of an apple, as is the case with the white truffle.

0283
Adriatic sardines
in vegetable oil (125g)
0284
Adriatic sardines
in olive oil (125g)
0285
Fried sardines
Jam
in olive oil (125g)
0286
Adriatic sardines
with vegetables (125g)

Fish production area: Fish is caught only and exclusively in Adriatic
sea around island of Dugi Otok (middle Dalmatia) - geographic zone
FAO No 37.2.1. That means that fish is fresh, lively and very clean
because of the purity of the Adriatic sea.
Vegetables growing area: All the vegetables are of domestic origin
and grown in Croatia - Slavonia region (eastern part of Croatia).
The production is under eco standards and semi-mechanical. The
region of Slavonia is traditional Croatian fertile agriculture region
with best ratio of sun, soil composition and food cultures which are
grown there. The region of Slavonia has potential to be first European
eco region of agricultural products because of unpolluted soil and
growing potential of traditional vegetables.
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Producer
Licitar, studio za dizajn i
izradu predmeta
Producer
Arbacommerce Ltd.

Product
Licitar hearts

Product
Anchovy fillets

Type
Licitar hearts, handmade
souvenir, Zagreb

0287 Arba Sol - Adriatic Delight
jar: 65 g, 100 g, 150 g
plastic container: 75 g, 160 g,
500 g, 1000 g
0288 Arba Sol - Premium Quality
jar: 115 g
plastic container: 550 g, 1000 g
0289 Arba Jam
Mar - Adriatic Delight
plastic container: 75 g, 160 g,
500 g, 1000 g
0290 Arba Sol
can: 10.200 g, 5.000 g
Arba Sol - Adriatic Delight: Anchovy fillets in sunflower oil from
Adriatic sea
Arba Sol - Premium Quality: Anchovy fillets in olive oil from Adriatic
sea
Arba Mar - Adriatic Delight: Marinated anchovy fillets from Adriatic
sea
Arba Sol: Salted anchovies
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0291
Licitar hearts with premium box (4/1)
0292
Licitar heart
with premium box and note (medium)
0293
Licitar heart with premium box (small)
0294
Jam
Licitar heart with premium box (medium)
0295
Licitar heart with premium box (big)
0296
Licitar in small premium bag (1/1)
0297
Licitar in small premium bag (3/1)
0298
Licitar in small premium bag (5/1)
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Product

Producer
Adria Sol

Producer
Solana Nin Ltd.

Product
Adriatic Smelling Bath Salt

Product
Table salts

Type
Salt was painted by food
colors and enriched
with essential oils from
Mediterranean plants

Type
Eco salt, North Dalmatia
region

Description

0304 Fine sea salt cellar 250 g
0305 Fine sea salt 0,5 kg carton box
0306 Coarse sea salt 0,5 kg carton box
0307 Fine sea salt 1 kg carton box
0308 Coarse sea salt 1 kg carton box
0309 Fine sea salt 1 kg pvc bag
0310 Coarse sea salt 1 kg pvc bag
0311 Fine sea salt 10 kg pvc bag
0312 Coarse sea salt 10 kg pvc bag
0313 Fine sea salt 25 kg pvc bag
0314 Fine sea salt 25 kg pvc bag
0315 Coarse sea salt 25 kg pvc bag

0299
0,5 kg bag
0300
1 kg bag
0301
1 kg ecopack
0302
0,2 kg shellJam
0303
1,3 kg pp bottle

1. blue color - the scent of sea and ozone
2. red color - the scent of wild orchids
3. yellow color - the scent of spring flowers
4. purple color - the scent of lavander
5. white color - the scent of coconut
6. green color - the scent of pine and rosemary
7. brown color - the scent of cinnamon
146
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Producer
Solana Nin Ltd.

Producer
Solana Nin Ltd.

Product
Premium edible salts

Product
Premium edible salts - extra
packaging

Type
Eco salt, North Dalmatia
region

0316
Flower of salt 350 g carton box
0317
Flower of salt 100 g pvc bag

Jam
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Description

Description

Type
Eco salt, North Dalmatia
region

0318
Natural coarse sea salt in cotton bag 500 g
0319
Natural coarse sea salt in cotton bag 250 g
0320
Natural coarse sea salt in glass jar 300 g
0321
Flower of salt in cotton bag 150 g
0322
Flower of salt in glass jar 150 g
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Product

Producer
Solana Nin Ltd.
Product
Bath Sea Salts - Glass jar
Type
Eco salt, North Dalmatia
region

0323
Bath sea salt with rosemary 300 g
0324
Bath sea salt with rose 300 g
0325
Bath sea salt with orange 300 g
0326
Bath sea salt
Jamwith the taste of the sea 300 g
0327
Bath sea salt with magnolia 300g
0328
Bath sea salt with lemon 300 g
0329
Bath sea salt with lavander 300 g
0330
Bath sea salt with coconut 300 g
0331
Bath sea salt with cinnamon 300 g
0332
Bath sea salt with pine 300 g
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Description

EXTRA
Product

Description

Producer
Solana Nin Ltd.
Product
Bath Sea Salt - PVC box
Type
Eco salt, North Dalmatia
region

0333
Bath sea salt with rosemary 1 kg
0334
Bath sea salt with rose 1 kg
0335
Bath sea salt with orange 1 kg
0336
Bath sea salt with the taste of the sea 1 kg
0337
Bath sea salt with magnolia 1 kg
0338
Bath sea salt with lemon 1 kg
0339
Bath sea salt with lavander 1 kg
0340
Bath sea salt with coconut 1 kg
0341
Bath sea salt with cinnamon 1 kg
0342
Bath sea salt with pine 1 kg
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Description

Producer
Solana Pag Jsc.
Product
Coarse Sea Salt &
Fine Sea Salt
Type
Salty flavour, white or
colorless cubic crystal,
without odour. Produced
by crystallization of
seawater. North Dalmatia
region.

0343 25 kg bag
0344 10 kg bag
0345 5 kg bag
0346 1 kg carton box
0347 250 g plastic salt shaker
0348 500 g carton salt shaker
Jam
0349 1 kg carton
box
0350 1 kg bag (duplex)
0351 5 kg bag (duplex)
0352 10 kg PE bag
0353 25 kg PE bag
0354 50 kg PE bag (salt for food industry)
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Mediterra Natura Ltd.
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